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Abstract

Achieving high computational performance on large-scale high performance computing (HPC) system demands optimizations to exploit hardware characteristics. Various optimizations and research strategies are implemented to improve performance with emphasis on single or multiple hardware characteristics. Among these approaches, the domain-specific approach involving domain expertise shows its high potential in achieving high performance and maintaining performance portability.

Deep memory hierarchies, single instruction multiple data (SIMD) engines, and multiple processing cores in the latest CPUs pose many challenges to programmers seeking significant fractions of peak performance. Programming for high performance computation using modern CPUs has to address thread-level parallelization on multiple cores, data-level parallelization on SIMD engines, and optimizing memory utilization for the multi-level memories. Using multiple computational nodes with multiple CPUs in each node to scale up the computation without sacrificing performance increases programming burden significantly. As a result, performance portability has become a major challenge to programmers. It is well known that manually tuned programs can assist the compiler to deliver the best performance. However, generating these optimized codes requires deep understanding in application design, hardware architecture, compiler optimizations, and knowledge in the specific domain. Such manually tuning process has to be done for each new hardware design. To address this issue, this dissertation proposes strategies that exploit the advantages of domain-specific optimizations to achieve performance portability.

This dissertation shows the combination of the proposed strategies can effectively exploit both the SIMD engine and on-chip memory. High fraction of peak performance can be achieved after such optimizations. The design of the pre-compilation framework makes it possible to automate these optimizations. Adopting the latest compiler techniques to assist domain-specific optimizations has high potential to implement sophisticated and legal transformations. This dissertation provides a preliminary study using
polyhedral transformations to implement the proposed optimization strategies. Several obstacles need to be removed to make this technique applicable to large-scale scientific applications. With the research presented in this dissertation and suggested tasks in the future work, the ultimate goal to deliver performance portability with automation is feasible for CFD applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main objective in high performance computing research is to achieve high computational efficiency from large-scale computing systems. HPC systems passed the petaflop milestone in the last decade, and is moving toward the exascale computing era. Inspection of the Top 500 list of large-scale computing systems shows the achievement in providing high computational power from latest large-scale systems. However, it also shows the disparities in system design, especially in the CPU architecture. Tuning applications to achieve high performance on multiple platforms is a significant burden on programmers. Achieving performance portability becomes immensely challenging.

Modern HPC systems pursue higher computational power by increasing the number of computational nodes and providing more powerful CPUs. Having a large number of computational nodes in an HPC system poses a significant challenge in scalability, communication and synchronization from the perspective of application design. It also raises the resilience concern from the perspective of system design. However, achieving high performance on such diverse computing processor designs is the most challenging task in performance portability.

The demand for powerful computing system has spawned numerous CPU architectural innovations in the past decades. They include multiple cores per CPU, multiple simultaneous threads per core, and, especially with GPUs, highly complex memory hierarchies. Those innovations focus on achieving high computational performance and
low power consumption. Those innovations in computer architecture design have posed
great challenges in application portability. Language extensions and new programming
models have been developed to accommodate new features in hardware systems. How-
ever, to apply these new programming features and keep the same application running
on multiple platforms, programmers must make significant effort to pursue performance
portability. Novel programming models have been proposed with new programming
languages and runtime library support. The purpose is to overcome the disparities in
modern CPUs and simplify the programming effort. These new models have a high
potential to achieve function portability, but still lack capabilities to exploit hardware
characteristics for high computational efficiency. Through this approach, an applica-
tion optimized for one platform might deliver only suboptimal performance on other
platforms. The design of programming models is often purposely decoupled from the
hardware design.

The SIMD engines in modern CPU and GPU cores and on-chip memory are keys to
obtaining high performance for scientific application codes. These common elements of
all present computing devices make performance portability possible. However, achiev-
ing high performance requires optimizations to exploit these hardware features. An
optimization strategy that is integrated with domain expertise can reveal more optimiza-
tion opportunities in scientific applications than a strategy relying only on an analytical
model. Suboptimal performance is delivered by general compiler optimizations, because
they do not exploit domain knowledge. There is a necessity to develop domain-specific
optimizations to achieve high performance for scientific application codes. Integrating
specialized optimizations into a compiler framework automates the optimization process
and improves programming productivity. Joint efforts between compiler development
and domain expertise can better deliver performance portability.
1.1 Dissertation Objective and Summary

The objective of this dissertation is to research on strategies that can achieve performance portability for CFD applications running on HPC systems. A code transformation framework is proposed and implemented to automate the domain-specific optimizations.

The first section of this dissertation introduces the processor design in latest HPC systems and the CFD applications used in this study. With the diverse hardware designs, a list of challenges to achieve high performance and portability is identified based on the latest CPUs. Our research team has applied the proposed optimizations to the selected CFD applications. Large-scale simulations using these application codes were performed and studied on multiple HPC systems. These applications exemplify the potential of performance portability on scientific applications that use structured grids.

In the second section, three optimizations are proposed, developed and studied for the CFD applications using structured grids. Prior research in general optimizations for scientific applications focused on analytical models to identify optimizations and perform program transformations on a compiler’s intermediate representation. The proposed strategies integrate domain expertise and compiler expertise to discover the maximal optimization opportunities. Optimizations for SIMD engine, on-chip memory, and limited memory bandwidth are found profitable for the CFD applications chosen in this dissertation.

The third part of this dissertation presents a code transformation framework. Prior research in code transformations focused on language translation, auto-parallelization, and optimization validation. We have devised and implemented a framework to perform domain-specific optimizations and tackle the language barrier. Thanks to the growing research in source-to-source compilers, the need is foreseen to integrate the proposed framework into a state-of-the-art source-to-source compiler.

We have applied the optimization strategies, through manual and automated transformation, to a subset of CFD applications. The SIMD engine and on-chip memory are crucial elements in CPU to achieve high performance. Our performance study shows
the proposed optimizations effectively exploit both SIMD engine and on-chip memory. These strategies, with the assistance from a code transformation framework, deliver a high fraction of peak performance on multicore CPUs from different vendors. The performance measurements are comparable to, or higher than, other CFD applications implemented on GPUs.

In the final section, a study on the latest compiler techniques is presented. This study discusses the potential of using latest analytical compiler to implement the domain-specific optimizations presented in this dissertation. The technique chosen in this study has strength in data dependence analysis and loop transformations. To fully adopt the latest compiler techniques for research in performance portability, a list of tasks to be completed in order to overcome existing challenges is presented. Possible future work for the research in performance portability is identified to conclude this dissertation.

1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Domain-specific optimization

Domain-specific optimizations can be implemented through compilers and programming languages. The Broadway compiler[2] relies on an annotation language to implement library-level optimizations. The annotations convey domain knowledge to a domain-independent and configurable compiler framework. The optimization framework presented in this dissertation is different in its application-level optimizations and is compiler independent. Spiral [3, 4] is a code generation framework for digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms. Its feedback-driven optimizer drives the framework to generate alternative implementations, and a searching and learning feature explores alternative implementations to find the best code transformations. Liszt [5] is a domain-specific language for constructing mesh-based PDE solvers. The unstructured mesh target is different from the structured grids in this dissertation.
1.2.2 Source-to-source framework

Source-to-source transformations have been implemented in many research compiler platforms. The Cetus compiler [12-13] is one example that focuses on auto-parallelization for applications written in the C language. Mint [6], based on the ROSE [7] compiler framework, provides a source-to-source compiler to generate CUDA programs for 3-D stencil methods. G-ADAPT [8], another source-to-source translator, addresses the influence of program inputs on GPU program optimizations. It relies on statistical learning techniques to generate optimized codes in CUDA. Although these efforts target different architectures, they also exploit domain knowledge to apply code transformations.

1.2.3 User-directed optimization

User-directed optimization and interactive compilation are adopted by several compiler research projects. Extendable pattern-oriented optimization directives (EPOD)[9] provides a pattern-oriented optimization framework built on top of the Open64 compiler[10]. There are two interfaces in EPOD to direct the compilation. Programmers use pattern-oriented directives to perform algorithm-specific optimizations. Compiler developers can use low-level scripts, called EPOD scripts, to define customized optimization schemes. POET[11] is a scripting language designed for parameterizable source-to-source transformations. A ROSE compiler based framework exploits POET for programmable control on compiler optimizations[12]. The compiler automatically generates a POET script for the default optimizations. Programmers can modify the script to change the order of transformations or to integrate additional optimizations. CHiLL[13] is a framework built upon the Omega Library for polyhedral transformations. Transformation scripts are provided in CHiLL to perform primitive optimizations. The scripts assist programmers to search and select optimal compiler optimizations from a rich set of code transformations. An auto-tuning framework[14] is built in CHiLL to support the optimization of applications and computational libraries. All these existing projects exploit scripting languages to provide user input to the optimization process. The optimization scripts have the capability to identify the code regions for optimizations and the order of
the program transformations. However, the common drawback among them is the complexity in the optimization script. There could be a steep learning curve for developers to master the scripting language for the optimal optimization. The number of lines in the scripts to perform a combination of optimizations can be as big as the source code of the applications itself. In contrast to our proposed research, these existing projects focus on libraries or small codes.

1.2.4 SIMD optimization

Despite over 40 years of research, vectorization is still an active research area in compiler optimization and HPC research. With the evolution in processor design, vectorization migrates its implementation from the Cray-style long vector instructions into the SIMD-style short vector instructions. One major research focus is in automatic vectorization for both long vector and short vector implementations [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Other research looks into compiler design to improve SIMDization [21]. Research contributions from the IBM group [22, 21, 23] and the VAST compiler [24] address the memory alignment restrictions of SIMD engines. Other research focused on the evaluation for the vectorizing compilers. In the 80’s, Callahan, Donagarra and Levine designed the TSVC benchmark written in Fortran language to evaluate vectorizing compilers [15]. The benchmark is over 20 years old but still serves as a benchmark for modern processors with SIMD engine design. Maleki and his group evaluated some state-of-the-art vectorizing compilers (for short-vector style SIMD engines) and found only a subset of loops inside synthetic benchmarks are vectorized [25]. Today’s best vectorizing compilers still fail to vectorize many patterns. Hand analyses and manual transformations are still necessary for exploiting SIMD engines.

Many previous studies [26, 23, 27, 28] have used a source-to-source or preprocessing approaches to vectorization. We only elaborate on a few representative studies here. SWARP [27] is a retargetable preprocessor for multimedia application. It uses loop distribution, unrolling and pattern matching for exploiting SIMD instructions. A sophisticated rewrite system that accepts annotated C programs is used to retarget code to different machines. Krzikalla et al. [28] created a clang [29]-based source-to-source
translator, called Scout, to vectorize C loops. Their tool uses source pragmas, loop simplification, and unroll-and-jam for vectorization. Configuration files using C++ syntax are used to support multiple architectures. SAC [30] is another source-to-source compiler aimed at generating SIMD instructions for multiple platforms. It defines a meta instruction set to represent different instruction sets. Python has also been used to translate a pseudo instruction set into the intrinsics of a target processor.

1.2.5 Implementation on HPC

After Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) was introduced for GPGPU programming development, a large body of work has been done to support code translation into CUDA. The majority of these projects focused on the usage of CUDA parallelism and language translation [31] [32] [33]. Relatively few of them address optimizations for specific GPGPU hardware features. Also, most of the studies used small kernels, not real applications. As the exascale era is expected to arrive in the upcoming decade, researchers are aiming to find the most feasible approach for hardware, compiler, software, and programming model that can provide strong scalability for applications. Accelerators [34] [35], like GPGPUs and many-core processors, are potential target machines.

GPU parallel computing has become a popular research topic in the past few years and many studies have shown that GPUs can deliver substantial speedups compared to CPUs. Lee and his group from Intel [36] run a series of throughput kernels and compare the performance delivered by both CPU and GPU. They found an average speedup of 2.5 is achievable by the GPUs. To achieve high performance on a GPU, applications have to adopt a new language and a programming model. Garland [37] presents experiences with parallel computing on GPUs and addresses how to exploit parallelism on the GPU for different research domains. Lee et al. [32], and Han et al. [38] develop translation frameworks to ease the programming burden of using GPU’s native programming languages. Researchers have explored multiple approaches to improve GPU performance [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. Sundaram and Raghunathan [40] use domain-specific parallel programming templates to enable high performance on GPUs. Memory optimization [39], data prefetching [41], pipelined execution [42], and loop optimizations
are also discussed in different perspectives for GPUs. Most performance results reported for GPUs are throughput kernels with relatively small code size and with characteristics that suit a GPU programming model. Nevertheless, some research groups successfully move full scientific applications to GPU platforms. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) research from NCSA [44, 45] reports about 100 Gflops/s on a single Nvidia GTX280 GPU. Shimokawabe et al. [46] program the high-resolution weather prediction model ASUCA to a cluster equipped with 4000 Nvidia Fermi GPUs and a 15 Tflops/s performance is achieved for a $6956 \times 6052 \times 48$ mesh. A 1.3× speedup on an earlier model of GPUs, the Nvidia GTX8800, is reported for the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) by Michalakes and Vachharajani [47].

1.3 Dissertation Contributions

This dissertation has made several contributions to achieve performance portability for CFD applications, with emphases on optimization designs and implementation of code transformation framework.

1. This dissertation proposes three optimizations that help CFD applications to achieve high performance. These optimizations include vectorization for SIMD engines, optimization and memory footprint reduction for on-chip memory, and increase of computational intensity.

2. This thesis presents a code transformation framework to perform the domain-specific optimizations. With assistance from this framework, programmers can be relieved from the burden of tedious and error-prone optimizations involved.

3. A series of implementations and performance studies are presented in this dissertation. The results show the performance portability for CFD applications with structured grids is feasible.

4. A study on state-of-the-art compiler techniques is presented in this dissertation. Strengths and challenges in latest optimization techniques are discussed.
5. This dissertation proposes a co-design of domain expertise and compiler expertise for the development of future HPC applications.

1.4 Dissertation Outline

The organization of the rest of this dissertation is outlined as follows:

- **Hardware platforms and software applications**
  - Chapter 2 presents the features of current CPU designs on HPC systems.
  - Chapter 3 briefly introduces the CFD applications used in this dissertation.

- **Optimization design**
  - Chapter 4 presents the vectorization strategies.
  - Chapter 5 introduces the optimizations for on-chip memory.
  - Chapter 6 shows the strategy of increasing computational intensity to tackle limited memory bandwidth.

- **Code transformation framework and performance study**
  - Chapter 7 demonstrates the design and implementation of a code transformation framework, as well as the ideal infrastructure for future development.
  - Chapter 8 discusses the implementations and performance studies on the latest HPC systems.

- **Discussion and conclusion**
  - Chapter 9 presents a study using existing compiler techniques to implement the proposed optimizations.
  - Chapter 10 concludes this dissertation and lists the future work.
Chapter 2

HPC System Design

The demand of large computing power to perform scientific computation and simulation drives the innovations in HPC system design. Reviewing the HPC history, Cray 2 achieved the Gigascale ($10^9$) milestone in 1985, the Intel ASCI Red System passed Terascale ($10^{12}$) in 1997, and IBM Roadrunner System delivered Petascale ($10^{15}$) computing in 2008. Following the trend in performance increase, the next milestone of Exascale ($10^{18}$) computing is likely to be in the upcoming decade [Fig. 2.1]. The design of HPC systems scales up in size as well as the density of computational power to achieve higher peak performance. With the increase in theoretical computational power, the power consumption of HPC system has to be maintained within an manageable limit. The CPU device design has to provide both high computational power and high efficiency in power consumption. The HPC community now finds itself in the midst of a revolution in CPU device design. There are numerous CPU architectural innovations, commonly seen in HPC systems, including multiple cores per CPU, multiple simultaneous threads per core, and highly complex memory hierarchies. This chapter summarizes these innovative hardware designs and the CPU devices in latest HPC systems. The optimization challenges for these hardware designs will also be discussed.
Figure 2.1: Projected HPC performance development (source from Top500.org)

2.1 CPU design in HPC

The design of micro architecture continues to evolve to approach high theoretical peak performance. Inspecting the latest HPC systems on Top 500 list, the processors used in HPC systems can be categorized in different approaches. Majority of system designs choose multi-core processors. An increasing number of systems start to adopt innovate designs using many-core processors, co-processors, or accelerators. Based on the design of multi-cores, there are heterogeneous and homogeneous multi-core processors. The multi-core and many-core processors differ in the number of processing units on a single die. Coprocessors or accelerators appear in HPC systems to supplement the computing capability of the primary, or host, processors. In this dissertation, four processor designs,
used in different HPC systems, are chosen for the study. A brief description of these designs is presented in this section.

![Cores per Socket System Share](image)

Figure 2.2: Multi-core CPU statistic in Top 500 (Nov. 2012)

### 2.1.1 Homogeneous multi-core CPU

For years, processor design continued to increase clock rates and instruction-level parallelism to achieve high single-thread performance. With the limitation in power dissipation, multicore processor design dominates CPU manufacturing industry and continues to follow Moore’s law. Inspecting the current Top 500 list, processors with 6 or 8 processing units (cores) dominate the HPC systems (shown in Fig. 2.2). The majority of the multicore processors use homogeneous designs with multiple identical cores in a single socket. In addition, multicore CPUs mixed with simultaneous multi-threading (SMT), on-chip memory hierarchies, and single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) engines provide the capabilities to deliver high performance for HPC systems.

Multicore processors used in this dissertation contain 4 to 8 cores in a single socket. Each core in either of these CPUs has a 4-way or 8-way SIMD engine that operates on 128-bit or 256-bit operands. With the capability to perform a fused multiply-add
operation in one clock cycle, these CPUs can execute 8 to 16 single precision floating point operations in a single clock cycle. SMT is supported in all chosen multicore processors. The design of SMT allows multiple threads to share hardware resources and to execute concurrently. Multiple levels of cache memories are equipped in these processors. Private L1 caches (data and instruction) and private L2 caches are common components in multicore processors. Most of the designs have a much larger last-level cache, and some have shared and partitioned L2 cache memory. All processors have different combinations of cache policies, cache associativities, memory latencies, and memory bandwidth. The SIMD engine and multi-level cache memory are common components in these latest multicore processors. Table 2.1 lists in detail all the multicore processors used in this dissertation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Clock Rate</th>
<th>Cache Hierarchy</th>
<th>SMT</th>
<th>SIMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Nehalem</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.93 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 2</td>
<td>128 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8 MB L3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Westmere</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.93 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 2</td>
<td>128 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12 MB L3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Sandy Bridge</td>
<td>4,8</td>
<td>2.0 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 2</td>
<td>256 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20 MB L3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel MIC</td>
<td>60,61</td>
<td>1.1 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 4</td>
<td>512 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>512 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMD Interlargs</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.3 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 2</td>
<td>256 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32 MB L3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Power 7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.8 GHz</td>
<td>64 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 4</td>
<td>128 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>256 KB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32 MB L3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Blue Gene/Q</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.6 GHz</td>
<td>32 KB L1 (D+I)</td>
<td>SMT 4</td>
<td>256 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 MB L2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: List of multicore processors
2.1.2 IBM Cell processor

The IBM Cell processor \cite{48} is a heterogeneous multi-core processor that includes one Power Processor Unit (PPU) and eight synergistic processing units (SPU) connected by a high-bandwidth Element Interconnect Bus (EIB). Fig. 2.3 shows the design of the Cell processor and the interconnections among all processing units.

![IBM Cell processor diagram](source: M. Goeckwander et al., Hot Chips 17, August 2005)

Figure 2.3: IBM Cell processor diagram

Each SPU performs computation in the SIMD fashion on 128-bit data packed with 4 single-precision elements or 2 double-precision elements. At 3.2 GHz clock speed, the 4-way SIMD engine in a SPU delivers 25.6 Gflop/s single-precision peak performance. There are 128 128-bit registers in the register file and a 256 KB local memory in each SPU. The SPU’s 256 KB local memory supports 16-byte accesses of memory instructions and 128-byte accesses for instruction fetch and direct memory access (DMA) transfer. The DMA engine equipped in the Cell processor transfers data between local memory and the system memory. The 128-byte padded and aligned DMA transfer can be initiated from both SPU and PPU. All the data and instructions are hosted in the 256 KB
memory space and require software control to transfer them to and from the system memory.

The PPU is a 64-bit Power Architecture processor with two-level cache memories. The PPU is responsible for running operating system and coordinating the eight computational threads spawned on the eight SPUs. The heterogeneous design of the Cell processor naturally divides the program execution into two parts. The PPU is in charge of the logistical operations and the eight SPUs are assigned to perform the computation-intensive work load. The eight SPUs provide the main computational power in the Cell processor. The Cell processor is the core computational unit in the IBM Roadrunner system. Utilizing quad-core AMD processors to support cross-network communication, the Roadrunner system was the first HPC system to achieve the 1 petaflop performance milestone.

2.1.3 General-purpose graphics processing unit (GPGPU)

The massive number of threads and high theoretical peak performance in GPGPU design has increased the usage of GPGPUs in HPC systems. With the sophisticated thread-switching mechanism in GPGPUs, the massive number of GPU threads can effectively hide the memory latency. In addition, high memory bandwidth supported in GPGPUs reduces the performance impact caused by the "memory wall". Similar to the SIMD support in CPUs, GPGPUs implement the single-instruction-multiple-threads (SIMT) parallelism. A group of GPU threads execute the same instruction with multiple data segments simultaneously. SIMT has flexibility to execute discrete data. However, a performance penalty is applied for fetching non-coalesced data to the GPGPU cores.

The Nvidia Fermi GPU is chosen as the GPGPU example in this dissertation. Each GPU contains 14 streaming multiprocessor (SMs). Each SM has a variety of on-chip memory stores each with different uses and limitations. There is an 8 KB cache working set for constant memory, 64 KB configurable on-chip memory (L1 cache memory and shared memory) in addition to a large number of registers. A read-only texture cache is preserved for graphic processing and a L2 cache memory can assist the memory operations for GPGPU. Fig. 2.4 shows the high-level overview of the Fermi SM design.
To program Nvidia GPUs, programmers have to rely on the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) software development kit. Programmers also manually specify a host program, which performs the setup, I/O and logistic functions, and computational kernels, which consist of computation-intensive codes off-loaded to the GPUs.

2.1.4 Many-core CPUs

Intel Many Integrated Core Architecture (MIC) is a multiprocessor derived from the earlier Intel Larabee many-core architecture. The processor design incorporates more than 30 in-order cores at a low clock speed. Each core supports SMT and allows up
to 4 threads. There is a 512-bit SIMD engine equipped in each individual core and it can perform execution on 16 single-precision floating point data concurrently. Similar to other Intel x86 microprocessors, there is a 64 KB L1 cache (data and instruction) private to each core. Each core is assigned a 512 KB L2 cache and all L2 caches are connected by a ring interconnection to make them shareable among all processing units. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the design of MIC architecture. The design of MIC is considered to be a mixture between a GPGPU and a CPU. Similar to GPGPU, MIC is developed as a coprocessor and built on a PCI-E board. It requires software control to offload the data to the memory through the PCI-E channel. Similar to multicore CPUs, the core design is derived from an earlier generation of x86 design. The programming model used in multicore CPUs can be applied to MIC with a few modifications. With a larger number of processing units and a wider SIMD capability, MIC delivers its theoretical peak performance over 1 TFlop/s and is considered comparable with the GPGPUs in the same generation.

Figure 2.5: Intel MIC design

2.2 Barriers to high performance computing

Research in high performance computing falls into two major domains: hardware design and software implementation. The hardware design mainly focuses on delivering high
computational power. It also involves studies in logistical hardware components, such as the memory hierarchy, interconnection network, and I/O system. The software implementations has to exploit the available hardware resources and perform computation in an optimal way. The spectrum of software implementations covers a wide range of research interests. These include numerical algorithm design, performance tuning and optimization, exploiting parallelism, and program rewriting using new languages and programming models.

Innovations in computer architectural design have successfully delivered petascale performance in the past decade. The demand for upcoming exascale computing drives CPU vendors to develop computer architectures with an even higher peak performance. Besides the computational power, the demand for high power efficiency is added to the design roadmap for the future computer architectures. In each new generation of architecture design, hardware delivers higher theoretical peak performance to fulfill the demand for high computational power. Software applications can gain performance improvements from the higher number of processing units and the higher clock rate in the new hardware design. However, the achievable percentage of peak performance did not follow that trend. To achieve high percentage of peak performance will require significant efforts in programming optimization. These optimizations have to exploit the hardware characteristics to perform computation with a high efficiency. The followings are factors in hardware design that post challenges in high performance computing.

1. Multi-/Many-core design:

Due to the physical limitations, increasing CPU clock speed to achieve higher performance is no longer feasible in the CPU design. Instead, placing multiple processing units on a single die provides a feasible way to gain theoretical performance improvement. This also makes the CPU design continuously follow Moore’s Law. Besides the increasing number of processing units, the requirement of high power efficiency leads to more specialized hardware designs. Processing units with in-order execution, reduced computational power, and specialized memory hierarchy have started to appear in the latest HPC systems to lower power
consumption. It has been known for years that parallel programming has to be adopted to exploit these multiple processing units on a single die. The majority of the programmers in the HPC community has crossed this first hurdle and overcame the challenge. However, with a massive number of cores placed on a single die, we can foresee the challenge to feed data to many processing units with the limited memory bandwidth. The cache memory hierarchy, along with the cache coherency design to accommodate the multi-/many-core processors, adds another level of programming complexity. Extra burdens are added to programmers as a result. Achieving high computational performance on the latest CPUs requires significant efforts from programmers.

2. Multi-level cache hierarchy:

Accessing off-chip memory takes a significant amount of CPU cycles and a large energy consumption. The cache memory provides a temporary space with fast access to allow the computing units to process the data stored in it. With more data stored and accommodated in the on-chip memory space, higher performance and energy efficiency can be expected. The latest cache memory designs include the multi-level memory hierarchies to provide much larger storage space with slightly higher access latency. This design provides a potential to relieve the pressure in the precious first-level cache memory. However, the cache associativity, cache replacement and writing policies, and the implicit cache memory management all require additional efforts from programmers to achieve efficient cache memory utilizations. Software applications with optimal temporal and spatial localities are expected to have efficient cache memory usage. Efficient cache utilization has become one of the key challenges in high-performance computing.

3. Memory bandwidth:

The growing disparity in speed between CPU and off-chip memory leads to the well-known memory wall. The traditional vector machine had good balance between computational performance and available memory bandwidth. The ratio between peak floating-point performance and sustainable memory bandwidth was
1 Flop/word. The latest CPUs have ratios between 10 Flop/word and 200 Flop/word. These ratios from a subset of the latest CPUs are shown in Fig. 2.6. Systems delivering low sustained memory bandwidth, with high ratios, tend to be memory bandwidth-limited. Modern CPU designs add cache memory to overcome the imbalance between computational power and available memory bandwidth. The cache memory makes it possible to have traditional vector-style computation in modern CPUs. However, applications with low cached data reuse or long data reuse distance gain limited benefit from the cache memory. Memory bandwidth therefore is still a significant factor in high performance computing.

Figure 2.6: Ratio between peak floating-point performance and sustainable memory bandwidth. [1]

These factors are commonly seen in the latest HPC systems. The most extreme examples are found in the systems exploiting GPUs or Intels upcoming MIC architecture. With over 50 cores integrated in the add-on card, which is attached to its host system
through the PCI-E channel, the memory system on the card provides memory band-
width that is improved by only a modest factor compared to that of the host memory.
Feeding data into a huge group of processing cores easily saturates the limited memory
bandwidth. The simultaneous multithreading supported in certain CPUs exacerbates
the memory starvation problem by sharing the precious on-chip resources. The intent
for these new hardware designs is to achieve high performance. However, software appli-
cations can easily fail that expectation unless they can exploit these hardware features
efficiently. A significant amount of optimization and performance tuning are necessary
to tackle these performance challenges. We are foreseeing the need for the software
implementation to share the responsibility in delivering high performance computation.
Chapter 3

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Science and engineering research in fluid dynamics involves both theory and experiments. The development of accurate numerical algorithms and the revolution in computer technology have introduced a new approach in fluid dynamics research. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was introduced in the twentieth century as a "third approach" in the philosophical study and developments of fluid dynamics. It provides a synergistic approach to complement the other two approaches of pure theory and pure experiment. But it will never replace the need for theory and experiment. Computational fluid dynamics assists in the interpretation and understanding of the theoretical and experimental results. Therefore, research in fluid dynamics relies on a proper balance among these three fundamental approaches.

CFD involves the simulation of fluid flow to obtain basic scientific understanding (such as the understanding of stellar evolution), to predict fluid behavior (as in weather forecasting), or to design mechanical devices (such as airplanes). Almost all CFD calculations are carried out on grids that span a physical domain, usually in 3 spatial dimensions. Although these grids can be irregular, at a local level they are usually quite regular, at least in their logical structure. This feature of CFD simulations produces a good fit to computation with the SIMD engines that lie at the heart of all modern computing devices.

In this dissertation, the experimental study chooses a subset of CFD applications.
These applications represent various implementations and simulations in several scientific domains. Research presented in this dissertation is applied to more CFD applications with much larger scale computation. The following sections briefly introduce the CFD applications related to this dissertation.

3.1 CFD applications

3.1.1 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

The first one is Raleigh-Taylor Instability, or RT instability (after Lord Rayleigh and G. I. Taylor). It is an instability of an interface between two fluids of different densities that occurs when one of the fluids is accelerated into the other. Our research team implemented the RT instability simulation using a hydrodynamics code based on the piecewise-parabolic method (PPM). This research performed large-scale simulations using the IBM Roadrunner machine at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Fig. 3.1 presents the visualization output generated from the simulation on the Roadrunner machine.

Figure 3.1: Visualization from RT instability simulation
3.1.2 PPM advection

PPM advection computes the motion of a distribution of a concentration (a scalar variable that is conserved along fluid streamlines) through a uniform Cartesian mesh according to a prescribed velocity field that varies in space but not in time. The velocity value at any point is computed from a simple formula. This application involves a portion of our CFD codes that performs interpolation on a grid, and from that it computes flux values and applies a simple conservation law. The interpolation algorithm is complex (details described in [52]), and it involves a wide difference stencil. In this respect, this algorithm is similar to many others that are in general use in the CFD community. The wide difference stencil comes from the algorithm’s high-order accuracy as well as from constraints that are applied to the interpolation polynomials to enforce monotonicity of the interpolation polynomial when appropriate (see [52]). We compute the velocity field from a formula rather than reading it from memory in order to make this small code module end up with about the same overall computational intensity as our full multi-fluid hydrodynamics application. The PPM advection is representative of the CFD applications implemented within our research team. The simulation is widely implemented and studied on multiple computing devices. Fig. 3.2 presents the visualization output generated from the advection simulation.

Figure 3.2: Visualization from advection simulation
3.1.3 Stellar convection

A PPM gas dynamics code is used to simulate the helium shell flash convection in the deep interior of an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star [53][54]. This simulation code includes the full PPM gas dynamics scheme as set out in [52] and the PPB multi-fluid fractional volume advection scheme described in [55][56][51]. This is a fully functional 3-D code that has been run on over 98,000 CPU cores on the Kraken machine in National Institute for Computational Sciences. A visualization of the helium shell flash is shown in Fig. 3.3.

![Figure 3.3: Visualization from stellar convection simulation](image)

3.1.4 PPM single-fluid

Single-fluid, low Mach number PPM gas dynamics is used to simulate in great detail for homogeneous, compressible turbulence as well as convection flows in stars (see article and references in [57]), and it scales extremely well up to 98,312 CPU cores. Our research in recent years has been concentrated on more difficult multi-fluid problems, which build PPB advection of a multi-fluid volume fraction together with single-fluid PPM [56][51]. Our most recent work adds in the necessary algorithmic features that handle very strong
shocks, and this complicates the message passing considerably, although at little cost in overall code performance. The version of PPM gas dynamics used in this dissertation is similar to, but not the same as the sPPM benchmark code [58] that was used several years ago to specify performance requirements for large DOE computer acquisitions and that won the Gordon Bell award in the performance category in 1999 [59].

3.1.5 Two-fluid PPM gas dynamics with strong shocks

The single-variable advection code discussed above brings out many but not all of the important implementation issues and performance considerations of processors. Within the context of explicit gas dynamics applications, we feel that the PPM code with a PPB moment-conserving treatment of multi-fluid volume fraction advection shares many features with the algorithms found in full application codes within the CFD community. These PPM and PPB algorithms (see [52, 56, 51]) involve a great deal of computation and also logic. PPM performs more computation per datum than PPB, but both are highly computationally intensive. The PPM ([52]) explicitly reflects the tight coupling of the 5 conservation laws of gas dynamics by working with Riemann invariants and Riemann solvers. This coupling forces the algorithm to perform computations that cannot be decomposed into tiny kernels characterized by many flops performed on a few inputs with a few outputs. This tight coupling of multiple variables is a fundamental fact about fluid dynamics that is reflected in the algorithm. This nature of that application reflects the character of the entire multi-fluid PPM+PPB grid cell update calculation, where we read in 35 numbers per grid cell and write back 15 numbers. The computation thus demands that if enough data workspace is not available on the same silicon chip as the processor, a significant amount of bandwidth to and from a more distant memory must be provided.

3.1.6 Inertial confinement fusion (ICF)

A multi-fluid PPM code is set up to solve an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) test problem described in [35] that is derived from that of Youngs [36]. The simulation
studies a process where nuclear fusion reactions are initiated by heating and compressing a fuel target. This fully functional CFD code has scaled on the Blue Waters machine at National Center for Supercomputing Applications to over 730,000 threads running on over 24,000 nodes. This same simulation achieves a sustained 1.5 Pflop/s performance. Fig. 3.4 shows the visualization result from this simulation.

Figure 3.4: Visualization from ICF simulation
Chapter 4

Optimization for SIMD Engine

Single instruction multiple data instructions were used for computation in the vector supercomputer such as CDC-star100 [60] in the 70’s. Each instruction performs computation on a vector of data, or a packed superword. Modern microprocessors incorporate multimedia extensions to achieve higher performance on multimedia workloads. Those extensions from different vendors can be characterized as SIMD units that execute on packed fixed-length short vectors. The popular SIMD examples are Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) for Intel X86 processors, Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) for Intel X86 processors, Vector Multimedia eXtension (VMX/AltiVec) for IBM Power processors, and the SPU extensions for the IBM Cell processor. The early generations of SIMD instruction set support only integer computation for multimedia applications. With the capability to exploit parallelism by simultaneously executing an instruction on multiple data, the SIMD engine is commonly adopted in general-propose microprocessors. SIMD implementations are also adopted in general computations and are not only restricted to multimedia anymore.

SIMD achieves significant performance improvement in high performance computing and has become a crucial element in microprocessor design. Processor design starts to incorporate greater SIMD width for higher data-level parallelism. The latest Intel multicore Sandy Bridge CPU has a 256-bit SIMD unit for an 8-way single precision SIMD. The Intel MIC architecture uses a 512-bit SIMD engine and can perform 16 single precision
floating-point operations simultaneously. The popularity of general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) also leads to a broader use of SIMD implementations. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the SIMD widths for different SIMD instruction sets.

![Illustration of SIMD width](image)

There are three main approaches to generate SIMD instructions: writing SIMD instructions in assembly code, using SIMD intrinsic functions provided by vendor’s compiler, and relying on vectorizing compiler to perform vectorization. Most programmers rely on compiler optimization to perform vectorization for the SIMD engine. One study has shown that three state-of-the-art compilers can vectorize only 45-71% of the loops in the synthetic benchmarks [25]. Additional manual analyses and transformations are required to augment the automatic vectorizing capability. Programming in assembly language has the full control of hardware features. The difficulty in assembly programming and required knowledge in low level details significantly reduce the programming productivity. SIMD intrinsic functions provide one-to-one mappings to the low level hardware instructions. Vectorization with intrinsic functions enables programmers to execute SIMD instructions from high-level languages. With the SIMD intrinsic functions, programmers can bypass some compiler optimizations and analyses to assure SIMD engine execution. This approach also eliminates the complexity in low-level details such as register management and memory address computation.

Implementations of vectorization in current compiler packages have differences in
their analytical strategies. Therefore, pursuing vectorization through compiler optimization is limited by the vectorizing capability of the compiler. In this chapter, a source-to-source approach using the SIMD intrinsic functions is used. This transformation is implemented to perform vectorization for CFD applications studied in this dissertation. The transformation is implemented in a pre-compilation tool and can support the latest SIMD instruction sets, including SSE, AVX, Altivec (IBM), and the most recent 512-bit wide SIMD instructions for Intel MIC. We discuss the challenges in current compiler vectorization and present the details of our vectorization implementation in the following sections.

4.1 Challenges in vectorization

Vectorization exploits data-level parallelism for high performance computation. In order to vectorize, a loop has to be the innermost loop in a single basic block with no jumps and branches. The loop must have countable iteration space with unit-stride memory accesses. No backward loop-carried dependences, special functions, and subroutine calls are allowed in a vectorizable loop. Programmers need to provide very rigid loop structures for compilers to perform vectorization. Vectorizing compilers can fail in vectorization for several reasons and require additional transformations and optimizations to overcome these vectorization obstacles. The following section discusses the vectorization challenges and some solutions for them.

Non-unit stride memory access: Vector instructions process data stored in vector registers or in consecutive memory location. Data stored in discrete locations requires extra operations for vectorization and leads to low computational efficiency. One well-known example is the array of structures and is commonly seen in object-oriented programs (example shown in Code 4.1). Vectorizing compilers could vectorize this structure but would require instructions to gather data from discrete memory locations to a vector register. This leads to inefficient vectorization and overhead cost in computation. To allow efficient loads and stores for vectorization, the program has to be transformed to
use structures of arrays (example shown in Code 4.2) Compilers have limited capability to perform this transformation when the data structure is shared across procedures. Performing such transformations manually involves a significant amount of work in programming. Code 4.3 shows a second example with non-unit stride accesses. Loop interchange can be applied to provide the optimal vectorizable loop structure, as shown in Code 4.4. Outer-loop vectorization [61] serves as an alternative solution for this case, but the implementation is not generally available in compilers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code 4.1: Array of structures</th>
<th>Code 4.2: Structure of arrays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>typedef struct</code></td>
<td><code>typedef struct</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float rho;</td>
<td>float rho[nsize];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float p;</td>
<td>float p[nsize];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>} data;</td>
<td>} SOA;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data AOS[nsize];</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code 4.3: Longer stride access</th>
<th>Code 4.4: unit-stride access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>do i = 1, 16</code></td>
<td><code>do j = 1, 16</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>do j = 1, 16</code></td>
<td><code>do i = 1, 16</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>a(i, j) = b(i, j) + c(i, j)</code></td>
<td><code>a(i, j) = b(i, j) + c(i, j)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enddo</td>
<td>enddo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enddo</td>
<td>enddo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unaligned array or operand:** The restriction to aligned arrays or operands is due to the vector load and store operations. Code 4.5 and code 4.6 show the difference between aligned array accesses and unaligned array accesses. Transformations such as loop peeling and array padding are adopted to circumvent this limitation. The latest microprocessors support unaligned load and store instructions but with a performance penalty. Several compiler techniques were developed to enhance the vectorization ability through memory reorganization[21][22]. However, the availability of these optimizations depend on the vectorizing compilers.
Data dependence: Vectorization performs data-level parallelism and has a similar data dependence limitation as in loop-level parallelism. All lexicographical backward dependences have to be eliminated for optimal vectorization. Research in compiler optimizations has contributed a significant amount of effort in resolving this issue. However, the capabilities to eliminate data-dependences vary in vectorizing compilers. Vectorizing compilers also support directives for the user to advise that no loop-carried dependences exist in the loop structure (e.g. ivdep pragma in GCC and Intel compiler). This type of compiler advisory is generally considered in performing vectorization.

Control flow: Control flow in a loop structure prohibits vectorization in many vectorizing compilers. The conditional vector merge functions, known as CVMGM functions in Cray vector machines, are written using if statement in current Fortran and C languages. These vectorizable functions are treated as control flow and cause vectorization failures. Vectorizing compilers need to implement special analysis and code generation phases to vectorize code with conditional vector merge functions. Some compilers are capable to vectorize the conditional vector merge functions if it is implemented with conditional operator (example shown in Code 4.7). However, the conditional operator is only supported in languages like C and C++.

Others: Vectorizing compilers follow an analytical approach to evaluate the profitability of vectorization. The vectorization decision depends on the loop structure and statements contained inside the loop. Complex mathematical operations, such as division and trigonometric functions, might require much larger loop iterations to cover the long computational pipeline. It is commonly seen that these mathematical operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code 4.5: Aligned memory access</th>
<th>Code 4.6: Non-aligned memory access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>do i = 1, 16</td>
<td>do i = 1, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a(i) = b(i) + c(i)</td>
<td>a(i) = b(i+2) + c(i+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enddo</td>
<td>enddo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Code 4.7: Conditional vector merge function using conditional operator

\[ e = (a > b) \ ? \ c : d; \]
hamper compiler vectorization. Loop fission can be applied to split a loop into pieces and hoist the complex mathematical functions from the original loop structure. The transformed code with multiple smaller loops can be vectorized but contains suboptimal loop structures because of worse memory locality and lower data reuse.

With decades of research effort, state-of-the-art vectorizing compilers still have limitations performing vectorization. The reasons could be the engineering difficulties in implementation, the lack of required analytical methodologies, and the conservative optimization strategy. Vectorization is one of the many factors within compiler optimizations. Rigid vector loop structures can be broken by the phase-ordering problem in compiler optimization [62]. It is a known challenge for analytical compilers to balance vectorization with other optimizations. To prioritize the importance of vectorization in compiler optimization, SIMD intrinsic functions allow programmers to generate vector instructions from high-level languages. In this dissertation, a vectorization framework is introduced to ease the programming efforts using SIMD intrinsic functions. The details in implementation is presented in Sec. 4.2.

### 4.2 Implementation of vectorization framework

The vectorization framework is implemented on top of the source-to-source transformation tools (discussed in Chapter 7). Fig. 4.2 illustrates the high-level design of this vectorization framework. As we walk through the following steps, the transformation details will be presented.

1. **Loop normalization**: A transformation is first applied to normalize the loop structure written in C/C++ languages. Normalized loops have unit increment and comply with regulations to have the loop variable starts at 0. Loop normalization simplifies the analysis process to verify the vectorization legality.

2. **Identifying vectorizable loop**: The key to vectorization is to identify the vectorizable loops. Compilers use analytical approaches and performance models to evaluate the profitability of vectorization. Loops could be transformed or divided
into pieces to generate partial vectorized loops. But we have found that this might not deliver the expected performance due to the issues discussed in Sec. 4.1. Our vectorization framework will focus on scientific fluid dynamics applications and help application developers to boost the computational performance. The implementation adopts a different approach, namely that the framework will grant highest priority to user directives to identify the vectorizable structure. The tool takes the "!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS" directive (shared with the Intel Fortran compiler) for the Fortran code and "#pragma SIMD" directive for the C/C++ code. The tool will perform transformation to the loops with this directive. A later implementation (built on top of ROSE compiler) adopts more automatic approaches to identify vectorizable loops. The compiler scans all the innermost loops and identifies them as vectorization candidates. An analysis is applied to
the vectorization candidates to verify the legality of vectorization. All vectorizable loops are selected and submitted to the later transformations.

3. **Vector operand declaration:** Once all vectorizable loops are identified, the vectorization framework needs to declare all the variables and arrays inside the vector loops to be the packed SIMD data type. In the code example in Code 4.8, `uxavl` and `sintwopicyl` are the floating-point arrays that will be declared as packed SIMD data types. The floating-point array `sintwopixl` will be declared as a scalar array, because it is only referenced as a scalar in the vector loop. Integer variables `j` and `i16m00` serve as indices and will be declared as scalar integers. The parameter `nssq` will be replaced by its actual value in the output of vectorization. All constant values in vector loops will be translated and promoted to packed constant variables. Intel SSE uses `_mm_set1_ps` to assign a constant value to all elements in packed data. The packed floating-point data type for Intel SSE is `_m128`, and IBM AltiVec uses `vector float`. The packed data type for 4-way SIMD packs 4 words inside it and usually is called a quadword. The `uxavl` array has to declare its array size to be a quarter of the original array size in the quadword type, but the overall memory space for `uxavl` will be the same. After this step, the tool generates the declaration section shown in Code 4.9.

4. **Memory alignment:** Memory has to be aligned for SIMD execution. The vectorization framework will generate declaration specifiers to force the data to be aligned on required boundaries (e.g., 16-byte for SSE). The `_declspec(align(16))` in Code 4.9 is the declaration specifier for Intel SSE. To generate a vector loop for the loop in Code 4.6, a compiler or translation tool must make a special effort. The compiler team from IBM developed shifting policies to shift all operands to aligned addresses for SIMD execution [22]. In our vectorization framework, we create a ”packed register” that will store 4 (or more for a wider SIMD width) contiguous words and use it as an operand for SIMD execution. For the Intel SSE extension, our translator will simply use `_mm_loadu_ps` and `_mm_storeu_ps` that will perform an unaligned load and store. In the example in Code 4.6, `b[i+2]` ~
Code 4.8: Input example for SIMD declaration

```fortran
parameter ( nssq=nyy*nzz )
dimension uxavl(nssq,nx+nghostcells)
dimension sintwopixl(nx+nghostcells)
dimension sintwopicyl(nssq)
dimension cylm(nssq), ym(nssq)

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS
    do j = 1, nssq
        cylm(j) = ym(j)
        sintwopicyl(j) = sin(twopi*cylm(j))
    enddo
    sintwopixl(i16m00) = sin ( twopi * x1(i16m00) )

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS
    do j = 1, nssq
        uxavl(j,i16m00) = sintwopixl(i16m00) * sintwopicyl(j)
    enddo
```

Code 4.9: Output example for SIMD declaration

```fortran
__declspec (align(16)) __m128 uxavl_vec[(128)/4];
__declspec (align(16)) __m128 sintwopicyl_vec[(16)/4];
float *uxavl;
float *sintwopicyl;
float sintwopixl[8];
int j, i16m00;
uxavl = (float *) uxavl_vec;
sintwopicyl = (float *) sintwopicyl_vec;
```
b[i+5] will be stored in one virtual packed register; and c[i+3] ∼ c[i+6] will be stored in another virtual packed register for the first SIMD loop iteration. However, unaligned expressions of the sort in Fig. 4.6 rarely appear in code that has been transformed by our other optimizations (discussed in Chapter 5). The extra effort needed to take care of memory alignment in these rare cases has a negative impact on performance. Therefore, we honor aligned expressions and assure vectorization for them. The vectorization framework provides a feature to handle unaligned cases, but recommends that they be used very rarely. Arrays b and c in the example might reference out of their bounds at the very last vector loop iteration, causing extra instructions to drag performance down. Programmers are asked to re-verify their vector loop structures to avoid this.

5. **Loop transformation:** The source-to-source transformation framework generates the abstract syntax (AST) tree from the input source code. Prior to the code generation, the tool can perform transformations on the AST. Strip-mining is the loop transformation applied in vectorization. Fig. 4.3 shows one example of loop strip-mining.

```c
float a[16], d[16];
for (int i = 0; i < 16; ++i)
    d[i] = a[i];

float a[16], d[16];
for (int i = 0; i < 16; i += 4)
    for (int j = i; j < min(i + 4, 16); ++j)
        d[j] = a[j];

Figure 4.3: Example for Strip-mining
```

6. **Code generation:** The next step is to translate the loop body into SIMD expressions. The transformation simply replaces the original numerical operators with the intrinsic function calls. The tool also recognizes fused multiply-add/sub expressions and grants a higher precedence for them. One example is shown in
The conditional vector merge functions, (CVMGMs), become if statements inside vector loops. The vectorizer will convert it into an intrinsic function for comparison followed by another intrinsic function for selection. Fig. 4.5 shows an example of the conditional vector merge function in Intel SSE format.

```c
float a[16], d[16];
for (int i=0; i < 16; ++i)
    a[i] = sinf(d[i]);
    d[i] = a[i] * a[i] + d[i];
```

```c
float a[16], d[16];
_SIMD *a_SIMD, *d_SIMD;
a_SIMD = ((SIMD *)a);
d_SIMD = ((SIMD *)d);
for (int i=0, j=i; i < 16; i+=4, j++){
    a_SIMD[j] = _SIMD_sin_ps (d_SIMD[j]);
    d_SIMD[j] = _SIMD_mad_psd (a_SIMD[j], a_SIMD[j], d_SIMD[j]);
}
```

**Figure 4.4:** Example for code generation

```c
if (a(j) .lt. b(j)) b(j) = a(j)
```

```c
#define _mm_sel_ps(a, b, c) _mm_or_ps(_mm_andnot_ps(c, a), _mm_and_ps(c, b))

_declspec (align(16)) _m128 tpatt;

tpatt= _mm_cmplt_ps(a_vec[(j-(1))], b_vec[(j-(1))]);
b_vec[(j-(1))] = _mm_sel_ps(b_vec[(j-(1))], a_vec[(j-(1))], tpatt);
```

**Figure 4.5:** Code generation for conditional vector merge function

7. **Vector/scalar conversion:** Because part of the code has to be retained in the non-vector format, packed data promotion or scalar extraction are necessary in code generation. However, packed data requires an extra index to identify the element inside it to be manipulated. This will increase the complexity in the translation and might influence the application performance. Our solution for
this is to create extra scalar pointers. The vectorizer will declare a scalar pointer pointing to each packed data variable. Whenever the packed data is used outside the vector loop, this scalar pointer will point to the corresponding memory space. The `uxavl` code is the pointer that points to the quadword array `uxavl_vec`.

8. **Scalar variable in vector loop:** The vectorization framework requires liveness analysis to perform code generation for the scalar variables. If a scalar variable is live-in of a vector loop, the code generation promotes that scalar variable to a SIMD operand before entering the vector loop. The SIMD operand is used for computation within the vector loop. If a scalar variable is live-out of a vector loop, the code generation extracts the scalar value from SIMD operand after exiting the vector loop. When a scalar variable is computed and consumed in a reduction loop (also known as a summation loop), it requires different approach or intrinsic functions (e.g. `mm512_reduce_add_ps` for Intel MIC architecture) to perform the vectorization.

9. **Auxiliary translation:** In this vectorization framework, we design a new directive called `PPM! DMA`. In the application for the Cell processor, data has to be copied to on-chip memory through explicit DMA commands. We designed this directive to generate DMA commands in the translation. Through the explicit DMA commands, asynchronous data transfers can be overlapped with computation. However, for general-purpose processors, the DMA command becomes a regular data copy between memory and the subroutine stack. The DMA directive is retained in the vectorization framework, because the Cell processor is one of our target architectures. Another reason is the DMA directive identifies the candidate for data prefetching. Specialized intrinsic functions, e.g. `mm_prefetch()` used in X86 instruction set, can be generated to perform user-directed software prefetching. There are several special code generations for different purposes. Some processors support specialized load and store instructions to load or store data into SIMD registers. For example, `VEC_LD()` function loads memory data from the given address and performs a data type conversion on the IBM Blue
Gene/Q processor. The vectorization framework allows developers to create new directives to identify these special occasions.

4.3 Performance result

Vectorization is a common optimization adopted in many commercial and research compilers. The importance of this optimization draws more attention from researchers in both HPC and general computation domains. The vectorization framework presented in this dissertation is motivated by research experiences in our research team. The goal is to prioritize vectorization over other optimizations and also provide an alternative approach to pursue vectorization in scientific codes. The research and engineering effort in this vectorization framework will also contribute to general software applications. Therefore, this section presents a brief performance study using our vectorization framework.

The first experiment uses Intel X5690 CPU (3.47 GHz) as the hardware platform. Since GCC is the most popular open-source compiler and is pervasively installed in most HPC systems. Therefore GCC (in version 4.4.1) is chosen as the compiler for this study. The vectorization framework is built in ROSE compiler. Details of the ROSE compiler infrastructure is presented in Chapter 7. The benchmark chosen in this performance study is the Test Suite for Vectorizing Compilers (TSVC) developed by Callahan, Dongarra and Levine[15]. We chose 32 loops from 135 loops in TSVC benchmark. These loops represent most commonly-seen loop structures in scientific codes. We also chose loops involving control flows (CVMGM function) inside the loop body to evaluate the capability for our vectorization framework.

Among the 32 chosen loops, 21 loops have lower execution time compared to the optimized results with highest optimization and vectorization from GCC. After inspecting the 11 loops with lower performance, we found that loop fission was performed in these loops. The fission divides loops into pieces and allows vectorization to be performed in the smaller loop regions. However, the fission leads to worse temporal data locality and results in a lower performance. Code 4.10 is one of the loops with lower performance
after vectorization. In the CFD applications used in this dissertation, we apply data reorganization to expose vectorization opportunity. Loops with similar structure in Code 4.10 could still be vectorized in the computation.

Code 4.10: Example code with lower performance achieved

```c
for (int nl = 0; nl < 2*ntimes; nl++) {
    for (int i = 0; i < LEN-1; i++)
        a[i] = b[i] * c[i] * d[i];
    for (int i = 0; i < LEN-1; i++)
        b[i] = a[i] * a[i+1] * d[i];
}
```

The second experiment uses IBM Blue Gene/Q multi-core CPU (16 1.6 GHz cores) and IBM XL Fortran compiler in version 14.1 as the platform. The study uses two CFD applications, PPM advection and inertial confinement fusion code (details in Chapter 3), and compares the vectorization results using vendor’s compiler and the vectorization framework presented in this dissertation. Both applications are optimized with the domain-specific optimizations (discussed in Chapter 5). Coarse-grained parallelization can be scaled up to 64 OpenMP threads in a single CPU with 4 threads running concurrently on a single core. The optimized codes have optimal vector loop structure with vector length of 16. Compiler options for vectorization and SIMD/vector directives are inserted as vectorization guidance in the compilation process. Optimized codes after aggressive compiler optimizations deliver best performances of 253.27 Mflop/s per core and 454.88 Mflop/s per core for PPM advection and ICF code respectively (shown in Fig. 4.6). Vectorization report generated from vendor’s compiler showed only a small percentage of loops are considered vectorizable. The following reasons are given in the report:

- Vectorization is not profitable because of low loop counts. A loop with a number of iterations larger than 16 is considered profitable. Some loops in the codes contain only 4 iterations and are eliminated from the vectorization.
• Memory references with non-unit-stride loads/stores or non-vectorizable strides. All memory accesses in a vector loop have unit stride after the domain-specific optimizations. The optimizations also create a group of barrel-shift indices for array subscripts in most multi-dimensional arrays. This effectively reduces the memory footprint but complicates the compiler analysis.

• Loops contain control-flows. The compiler treats all CVMGM functions, discussed earlier, as control flows in the vector loops and eliminates them from vectorization.

• Statements contain function calls, i.e. `abs()`, `sin()`, and `cos()`. Vendor’s compiler lacks the mechanism to generate SIMD instructions for special functions.

• Loops contain unsupported loop structures. All situations listed above are considered unsupported loop structures. A single precision constant number inside a loop is also considered unsupported structure. Compiler lacks the capability to promote a single precision constant value into a double precision SIMD operand.

• Partitions exceed the partition size limit (Only seen in ICF code). ICF code has a higher complexity in computation and a larger code size. The temporary space required for inter procedure analysis (IPA) exceeds its allocated limit. Optimizations, including vectorization, will be dropped for this reason.

Vectorization framework presented in this dissertation generates SIMD intrinsic function calls to force SIMD computation. Both PPM advection and ICF code are considered vectorizable after the domain-specific optimizations. The vectorization framework can vectorize loops containing iteration number as low as 4. The barrel-shift indices are kept in the array subscripts and all array accesses are consider vectorizable. CVMGMs and special functions are mapped to SIMD intrinsic functions through the transformation. Scalar variables and constant numbers are type-converted and promoted to SIMD operands for vectorization. ICF code with a large code size can still be vectorized through this framework. However, the issue of limited partition size still occurs when we submit the vectorized code to vendor’s compilers. Fig. 4.6 shows significant performance improvement compared to the vectorization result using vendor’s
Vectorization can deliver crucial performance improvement and is considered as an important optimization for HPC research. To perform vectorization on the HPC systems, users have to provide a rigid code structure and compilers have to vectorize the code accordingly. In this dissertation, a vectorization framework is developed to perform vectorization for the scientific applications. The main difference of this framework compared to other techniques implemented in vectorizing compiler is it generates SIMD intrinsic functions in high-level languages (C or Fortran) instead of low-level assembly instructions. We have found the following advantages of this framework in the research
for performance portability.

1. This framework relieves programmers’ burden in writing vector program using SIMD intrinsic functions.

2. The SIMD intrinsic functions provide one-to-one mapping to the low-level hardware vector instructions. Writing program with SIMD intrinsic functions guarantees to generate SIMD instructions in compiler’s code generation process. When compiler fails vectorization in vectorizable code sections or loops, a significant performance degradation is observed. This framework provides an approach to compensate for the vectorization capability in vectorizing compilers. On the other hand, vectorizing compilers will perform vectorization when the support in SIMD intrinsic functions is insufficient.

3. Current SIMD intrinsic functions do not follow a unified standard and have variations among vendors’ compilers. This vectorization framework provides a compiler-independent and hardware-independent vectorization platform. The support for multiple hardware platforms and compilers allows generation of vector code with SIMD intrinsic functions for different HPC systems.

4. This framework provides vectorization capability for experimental or early-access hardware platforms. When a newly designed hardware becomes available, the software stack development (e.g. compiler) might not be in a mature stage for full optimization capability. Several hand-tunings and manual optimizations are required to pursue high performance on the experimental platform. We have applied this framework to perform vectorization in several research projects using the early-access hardware platforms, including the IBM Roadrunner system and the Intel Many Integrated Core Architecture.

5. This framework successfully delivers performance improvements for several scientific applications and analytical benchmarks. Performing vectorization for performance portability can be achieved through this source-to-source vectorization framework.
Chapter 5

Optimization for On-Chip Memory

The increasing gap between the processor speed and the memory (DRAM) speed causes the well-known "memory wall" \[63\]. Fetching data from remote memory is expected to have long memory latency. To reduce the performance impact caused by latency, the processor design adopts caching to include faster cache memory with shorter latency close to the processing unit. These fast on-chip memory units serve as a buffer to relay data from remote memory locations to the processing unit. Caching can effectively benefit programs with good temporal and spacial localities and reduce remote memory traffics with long latencies. To reduce the number of cache misses, a multi-level cache memory hierarchy is designed to host a much larger data set on chip. Hardware implicitly manages all the data movement in the complex memory hierarchy. Other techniques were developed to increase the efficiency of on-chip memory and lower the average memory latency. More recent processor designs incorporate out-of-order execution and simultaneous multithreading (SMT) to overlap the long memory latency with computation. Prefetching, through hardware prefetchers and compiler optimizations, takes an heuristic approach to speculate the memory access patterns and pre-load the required data into on-chip memory prior to the data consumption. Such hardware designs provide potential for high performance computing. However, it also demands
programmers or compilers to generate optimal code that can fully exploit the hardware characteristics.

Compiler optimization takes different strategies to enhance temporal and spacial on-chip memory localities. There are several existing optimizations to achieve efficient usage of the on-chip memory space. Loop fusion is popularly adopted to shorten the memory reuse distance and enhance the temporal locality. Loop tiling and memory blocking execute a subset of data to enhance both temporal and spacial localities. Software prefetching strategies compensate the weakness of hardware prefetchers to prefetch data with irregular memory access patterns. There are other transformations to increase the reuse rate of cached data. Compilers have the strength of performing optimizations and transformations automatically. However, compilers might not perform the optimal optimizations due to a lack of domain knowledge. In this dissertation, a series of optimizations (performed in a fixed order) are identified to perform on-chip memory optimization for CFD applications with structured grids. The main purpose of these optimizations is to reduce the memory footprint, increase computational intensity, and enhance spacial and temporal localities. These optimizations are presented in the applied order in the following subsections.

5.1 Memory organization

CFD programmers have long learned to formulate their codes in terms of vector computation. This fits well with SIMD processing, except for two considerations: vector alignment and vector length. SIMD operands must be aligned in order to be processed. If the vectors in the program are not aligned, the compiler must generate extra instructions that produce this necessary alignment, and this comes at some cost. For long vectors, this cost creates only a longer pipeline delay but it can be amortized over the large number of words processed in the pipeline. For short vectors, the impact of vector misalignment on performance is much greater. Unfortunately, modern CPUs require short vectors for the best performance. For long vectors, the on-chip cache memories may be too small to hold many intermediate vectors needed for reuse of cached data.
Long vector computation therefore tends to be limited in performance by the relatively small bandwidth between the CPU and its main memory.

CFD codes are written in a variety of coding styles, most of which exploiting vectorization. In an application using a structured grid, the problem is decomposed into a group of smaller subdomains. A grid cell is the smallest unit in the structured grid and contains one to several physical-state variables. A grid structure in a three-dimensional computation can be represented as a Cartesian grid, and all required data is represented by three-dimensional arrays. The computationally intensive portions of these codes consist of a large number of triply nested loops that run over the physical domain of the computation for a single MPI process. As an example, we give a Fortran loop nest taken from the CM1 community code[64] (shown in code 5.1).

Code 5.1: CFD code example

```fortran
DO k=1,nk
  DO j=1,nj
    DO i=i1,i2
      IF (rru(i,j,k).ge.0.) THEN
        dum(i,j,k)=rru(i,j,k)*(2.*s(i-3,j,k)
        &-13.*s(i-2,j,k)+47.*s(i-1,j,k)
        &+27.*s(i,j,k)-3.*s(i+1,j,k))*tem
      ELSE
        dum(i,j,k)=rru(i,j,k)*(2.*s(i+2,j,k)
        &-13.*s(i+1,j,k)+47.*s(i,j,k)
        &+27.*s(i-1,j,k)-3.*s(i-2,j,k))*tem
      ENDIF
    ENDDO
  ENDDO
ENDDO
```

Eleven flops per loop iteration are performed here, with two vector operands (rru and s) streamed from memory and one streamed back (dum), for a computational intensity
of 3.7 flops/word. The required memory bandwidth is unlikely to be available on any modern device to support this loop’s computation at full speed, unless somehow all the data could fit into an on-chip cache.

To boost performance for programs written in such a style, a fundamental data element used in the proposed domain-specific optimizations is a new data structure called the briquette. A briquette is a small contiguous record of data corresponding to a cubical region of the problem domain. Several physical-state variables can be packed together and are stored one after another in a briquette. Fig. 5.1 provides the overview of the memory organization using briquettes. The physical domain of the computation for a single MPI process will be decomposed into multiple grid-pencils. Each grid-pencil is formed by a sequence of grid briquettes and all the briquettes are stored in adjacent memory space. Within a briquette, the memory layout can be further decomposed into grid planes and grid cells. The array for the physical domain in a MPI process is dimensioned as following:

\[
\text{dimension } \text{DD}(4,4,4,6,nbx,nby,nbz)
\]

![Illustration of data reorganization](image)

The briquette structure provides the following benefits for CFD applications:

- Exploiting the SIMD engine: Memory layout in briquettes provides an optimal memory access pattern for SIMD execution. The size of a briquette is adjustable.
for different hardware architectures. It is determined by the SIMD width and the cache memory capacity. We make the size of a briquette grid cell plane an integer multiple of the SIMD width. The data alignments for both the briquette grid cell plane and for each briquette are preserved by the carefully chosen size. Data packed in a briquette grid cell plane fulfills SIMD alignment and naturally serves as a SIMD operand for the computation. The spacial locality provided by the briquettes exploits SIMD engines with tremendous efficiency.

- Enhancing memory localities: Computation using briquettes implements a different format of cache blocking. Briquettes host blocked data stored in contiguous memory space. Accessing data in the blocked region requires a minimum number of cache line accesses. In a CFD application using a directionally split algorithm, we perform data transposition between two directional updates to force the data alignment for SIMD computation and to reduce the number of strided memory accesses. Transposition for a large physical domain requires tremendous strided accesses to main memory. With briquettes, the gather-scatter for transposition is executed within a briquette. This provides optimal temporal and spacial localities, as the briquette is cache resident during its transposition.

- Coalescing memory access: Processors perform memory loads and stores in the granularity of the cache line size. Briquettes pack contiguous records of data into multiple cache lines. All physical-state variables packed in the briquette record are stored in adjacent memory locations. Loading contiguous cache lines at a time decreases the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) pressure and avoids expensive TLB miss penalties. In addition, this minimizes accesses across new page boundaries and may benefit hardware prefetching.

5.2 Subroutine inlining

Large scale software applications are often divided into several smaller subroutines. Input to each subroutine comes from data stored in global memory space or data passed
through function parameters. Computation is performed within subroutines and results are returned before exiting. This approach allows the applications to be easily developed and reused. However, it increases the complexity in compiler optimization.

Inlining (or inline function expansion) replaces function calls with the function body. Inlining benefits several optimizations including register allocation, code scheduling, common subexpression elimination, constant propagation, and dead code elimination. However, aggressive inlining expands the code size and increases the instruction cache pressure. We perform inlining to eliminate function call overhead, reduce data reuse distance, and as a preparation for other transformations. Application developers insert directives to identify subroutines to be inlined and the source-to-source transformation tool executes the inlining process. Recursive function calls are rarely seen in the CFD applications used in this dissertation. Therefore, the transformation tool excludes them from the inlining process.

5.3 Loop transformations and computational pipelining

Transformations introduced in this section focus on cache usage optimization. The highlights for these optimizations are reducing data reuse distance, enhancing cache locality, and minimizing memory footprint. Before application of the transformations, a manual data structure reorganization packs data into briquettes. All relevant routines must be cognizant of this reorganization and inlined to form a single computation-intensive subroutine.

Given a $64^3$ grid ($nx = 64$) and the number of ghost cells at each boundary equal to 4 ($nbdy = 4$), a domain of $72^3$ grid cells is updated by a single thread running on a single CPU core. Each variable array used in a single-dimensional sweep needs data augmented by ghost cell values in only a single direction and thus consists of $64 \times 64 \times 72$ words, which is $1.125$ MB. Data of this size cannot fit into the L1 and L2 caches. There will consequently be a tremendous amount of traffic to bring this data into the processor. A code snippet for this example is shown in Code 5.2. In a single dimensional sweep for the PPM example, the programmer splits a single sweep over a $64 \times 64 \times 72$ grid.
into 16 × 16 sweeps over grid pencils of 4 × 4 × 72 grid cells each, that is, 18 grid briquettes. Loop transformations and computational pipelining transform the code for such a briquette pencil update.

Code 5.2: Before memory optimization

```fortran
!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS
Do  i=2-nbdy, nx+nbdy
  Do  k=1,nz
    !DEC
    Do  j =1,ny
      s ( j , k , i )=1.
      if ((p(j,k,i)-p(j,k,i-1)).lt.0. )
        & s(j,k,i)=-1.
      endif
      difmon ( j , k , i )=s ( j , k , i )*difmon ( j , k , i )
      if (difmon ( j , k , i ).gt.0. ) then
        difmon ( j , k , i )=
        & max ( s ( j , k , i )*( pl ( j , k , i )−p ( j , k , i ) ) , 0. )
      endif
      pl ( j , k , i )=pl ( j , k , i )−
      & unsmth ( j , k , i )*s ( j , k , i )*difmon ( j , k , i )
  enddo
  enddo
enddo

CFD applications can be constructed from many 3-D nested loops with the style similar to [Code 5.2]. The computation executes these loops in sequence and generates all required temporary results. When the temporary results are served as input data for
another 3-D nested loop, the long data reuse distance crossing 3-D loops and the computation tend to have cache utilization with low efficiency. The capacities of temporary arrays have to be big enough to host data for grids that span the whole physical domain. Loop tiling can be applied to enhance cache locality, but the tiled loops could involve large memory strides, which would increase TLB misses. For processors like IBM’s Cell processors, main memory and on-chip memory have separate memory address spaces. Extra software control is required to extract tiled data from main memory and copy to the on-chip memory space.

![Illustration of 5-point stencil example](image)

**Figure 5.2: Illustration of 5-point stencil example**

In a single dimensional update, the computation sweeps through the given arrays. Each grid cell’s new value is computed by referencing neighboring grid cells in a fixed pattern. This highly regular pattern exposes the optimization opportunities. A simple code using 5-point stencil computation exemplifies our transformations and computational pipelining (shown in [Fig. 5.2](#)). Briquettes pack data to allow a group of concurrent single dimensional updates and exposes opportunities for SIMD engine usage. The following example excludes the briquette structure to simplify the explanation. The example computes the following formula:

\[
output_i = \frac{(x_{i-1} - x_{i-2}) + (x_i - x_{i-1}) + (x_{i+1} - x_i) + (x_{i+2} - x_{i+1})}{4}
\]

Without simplifying the equation, three loops are used to compute the differences, the sums, and the averages. The results are stored in array `diff`, `sum`, and `output` respectively. [Code 5.3](#) presents the example in its original form.

**Step1:** loops are right-justified to have the same upper loop bound ([Code 5.4](#)). This
Code 5.3: without transformations

```fortran
subroutine doSlow(input, output)
  real*4 input(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 output(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 diff(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 sum4(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  c
  do i = 2-nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    diff(i) = input(i) - input(i-1)
  enddo
  do i = 1, nsize
    sum4(i) = diff(i-1) + diff(i) + diff(i+1) + diff(i+2)
  enddo
  do i = 1, nsize
    output(i) = sum4(i)/4
  enddo
end
```

Code 5.4: loop bound adjustment

```fortran
subroutine doFast1(input, output)
  real*4 input(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 output(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 diff(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 sum4(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  c
  do i = 2-nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    diff(i) = input(i) - input(i-1)
  enddo
  do i = 1+nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    sum4(i-nbdy) = diff(i-1-nbdy) + diff(i-nbdy) + diff(i+1-nbdy) + diff(i+2-nbdy)
  enddo
  do i = 1+nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    output(i-nbdy) = sum4(i-nbdy)/4
  enddo
end
```

Code 5.5: loop fusion without peeling

```fortran
subroutine doFast2(input, output)
  real*4 input(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 output(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 diff(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 sum4(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  c
  do 9900 i = 1-nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    if (i .lt. 2-nbdy) goto 9900
    diff(i) = input(i) - input(i-1)
    if (i .lt. 1+nbdy) goto 9900
    sum4(i-nbdy) = diff(i-1-nbdy) + diff(i-nbdy) + diff(i+1-nbdy) + diff(i+2-nbdy)
    output(i-nbdy) = sum4(i-nbdy)/4
  enddo
  9900 continue
end
```

Code 5.6: computational pipelining

```fortran
subroutine doFast3(input, output)
  real*4 input(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 output(1-nbdy:nsize+nbdy)
  real*4 diff(5), sum4(5), ave4(5)
  c
  i5m0 = 5
  i5m1 = 4
  i5m2 = 3
  i5m3 = 2
  i5m4 = 1
  do 9900 i = 1-nbdy, nsize+nbdy
    if (i .lt. 2-nbdy) goto 9900
    diff(i5m0) = input(i) - input(i-1)
    if (i .lt. 1+nbdy) goto 9900
    sum4(i5m0) = diff(i5m3) + diff(i5m2) + diff(i5m1) + diff(i5m0)
    ave4(i5m2) = sum4(i5m2)/4
    output(i-nbdy) = ave4(i5m2)
  enddo
  9900 continue
end
```
adjustment in loop bound serves as a preparation for the loop fusion.

**Step2:** Loop fusion is then applied to reduce the data reuse distance. We avoid peeling the computation for the boundary condition (red cells in Fig. 5.2) by inserting if statements into the fused loop (Code 5.5).

**Step3:** The array size can be minimized by exploiting the characteristics of stencil computation. In the example, no more than five values from these arrays are required to compute one output value. We can reduce the size of the working set by pipelining the results of the computation at a finer granularity. The size of temporary arrays can be only five for this example. The least-recently used location is overwritten by the latest computed result to reuse the memory space. Arrays become circular buffers and a group of barrel-shifted indices \((i5m0, i5m1...)\) are assigned to identify the location in the circular buffers.

Following the optimization steps, Code 5.7 is the optimized output for Code 5.2.

The briquette structure is also applied in this code to expose opportunities for SIMD engine usage. The \texttt{icube} and \texttt{i} loops are the nested loops that iterate through the grid planes. In order to update a given grid plane in the single-fluid PPM example code, we need data from 4 neighboring grid planes on each side in the dimension along the grid pencil. Only 5 grid planes of each variable are required, so that the \(p\) array, for example, in Code 5.7 is just 320 bytes in size. With this memory reduction from the full grid pencil to just 5 grid planes, most of the arrays can stay in the L2 cache memory. These transformations greatly reduce the memory footprint and eliminate a great deal of traffic between the CPU core and the main memory. The original triply-nested loop becomes another multiply-nested loop. The outermost two loops iterate through the grid pencils. Parallelization can be applied at this level to allow each single thread to update an individual grid pencil. These loops contain an inner loop over the multiple grid planes of a grid briquette (see diagram in Fig. 5.3). We then pipeline this loop nest over the briquettes in a strip to eliminate redundant unpacking of data records and redundant computation. Also shown in Fig. 5.3 prefetching and asynchronous write-back of data records are used to overlap computation with communication to the main memory.
5.4 Array size contraction

Computational pipelining greatly reduces the temporary array size and makes all the reduced-size arrays circular buffers in a computation with high memory efficiency. The lifetimes for the temporary values vary in the computation and the array sizes could be further reduced. A liveness analysis is applied to determine the live range for each temporary variable. The size of a temporary array, or circular buffer, can be determined by its live range. For example, \( p_l \) has a live range of 2 and \( p \) has a live range of 5 in Code 5.7. Multiple groups of barrel-shifted indices are required to manipulate all the...
different circular buffers. After the array size contraction, the memory footprint for a CFD application is minimized.

5.5 Performance result

To evaluate the performance result, we ran experiments on two different architectures with multiple compilers. The first platform is a cluster of dual quadcore Intel Xeon x5570 CPU (23.44 Gflops/s/core peak 32-bit performance) nodes. The compilers for the performance tests are the GCC compiler, version 4.6.1, the Intel compiler, version 12, and the Pathscale compiler, version 3.2. The second platform is an IBM workstation equipped with four 8-core Power7 (30.88 Gflops/s/core peak 32-bit performance) processors. On the IBM machine, we use the XL Fortran compiler, version 13.1, and the XL C compiler, version 11.1. We have chosen 3 test application codes that exhibit different types of computations, each of which is representative of a portion of the work that would be done in a full CFD application. These 3 test applications are: (1) PPM advection, (2) PPB advection, and (3) PPM single-fluid gas dynamics for low-Mach-number
flows.

To demonstrate the usefulness of our code transformations for CFD applications, we give performance results for each compiler working with 3 different code expressions. The first of these is a simplified and quite standard vectorizable Fortran expression, which is used as input to our code transformations. The computation is expressed in a sequence of triply nested, vectorizable loops extending over a regular 3-D Cartesian grid. The second Fortran code expression we use for performance testing is one that has undergone the on-chip memory optimization. A third and final code expression that we test for performance here is the result of our vectorization applied to this second, transformed and pipelined Fortran code. All the tests here are parallelized using 8 or 16 OpenMP threads, with either one or two threads assigned to a CPU core. The computational workload is equally shared among all the threads.

To demonstrate that the second expression is superior in managing and utilizing the cache memory than the first code expression, we perform a comparison between the two with both using no compiler optimizations. The second code expression performs at an average $2.4 \times$ speedup over the first code expression. This comparison result is shown in Fig. 5.4. We therefore believe the optimized code expression by itself produces a significant impact. Together with the most aggressive compiler optimizations, specified by the –O3 flag, this transformation achieves a significantly higher percentage of peak performance for CFD applications, and a $3.6 \times$ speedup over the original.

Fig. 5.5 shows the comparison between the results with and without on-chip memory optimizations. The best performance for the first expression comes from the PPM single-fluid code using the Pathscale Fortran compiler. However, the 1.4 Gflops/s/core delivered performance is only 5.9% of the peak performance. The large memory footprint of this computation leads to a tremendous amount of traffic between the processor and main memory. Execution becomes memory bandwidth limited using the first code expression. Compilers without access to domain-specific knowledge optimize the code to only a limited extent. Without efficiently reusing the cache memory, the achievable performance is limited by the available memory bandwidth. The pipelined, cache optimized code expression generated from our on-chip memory optimization, however,
Figure 5.4: Performance comparison with no compiler optimization on Intel Nehalem delivers much higher performance. The result in Fig. 5.5 shows an average of 3.6× speedup using this optimized expression. The memory footprint of the transformed computation is small enough to fit into the 256 KB L2 cache, so that fetching the briquette from main memory and writing the updated briquette back are the only demands placed on the very limited main memory bandwidth. If intrinsic function calls giving hints for the data prefetching are included in the transformed code, an even better performance is possible. We manually tuned the advection code using \textit{mm\_prefetch()} and the Intel compiler. This results in 3.3 Gflop/s/core performance, which gives an additional 5.5% performance increase.

In Fig. 5.5 we see that the Intel compiler achieves the best performance, at 14% of
peak, and we get 9.5% and 9% from GCC and Pathscale, respectively. Different compiler vendors rely on different benchmark software to validate optimization strategies. We have reviewed the optimization reports and the assembly codes generated by each of the compilers. We conclude that compiler vectorization leads to the 50% performance difference between them on our code examples. The conditional vector merge functions, known also as CVMGM in vector computing, which we discussed earlier, are allowed inside a vectorizable loop. However, expressing them with the if statement makes compilers sometimes treat them as jumps or branches. The Intel compiler seems to hoist many of these functions out of the loops. Loop distribution is then applied to create several smaller vectorizable loops. GCC and Pathscale avoid vectorizing these loops
entirely, because branches in loops violate their vectorization heuristics. These conditional vector merge functions are pervasive in our three examples. Partially vectorized execution therefore results in only a 50% overall performance improvement compared to non-vectorized execution for these loops.

![Bar chart showing performance comparison](image)

**Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of vectorization**

A third and final code expression that we test for performance here is the result of our vectorization applied to this second, transformed and pipelined Fortran code. A comparison between the second and the third code expressions is shown in Fig. 5.6. On the Intel hardware, we see that both the Intel compiler and the GCC compiler perform the best on the PPM single-fluid code. The achieved percentages of peak are 25% and 24%. The Pathscale compiler shows the worst performance in all three
examples for the transformed code. After inspecting the assembly code generated, we suspect the SIMD intrinsic functions are not fully supported by the Pathscale compiler. Instead of behaving as inlined functions, these intrinsic functions appear to be treated as regular functions. Thus the function call overhead drags down the overall performance. Excluding the Pathscale compiler, our translated SIMD expression has an average 2× speedup over the second code expression using the Intel processor. Experiments from the Power7 platform are also shown. With Power7’s higher clock rate, the best performance is 6.75 Gflop/s/core, which is 21.8% of its peak performance.

![Speedups achieved by the on-chip memory optimization plus vectorization over the performance of the original code.](image)

From these experiment results, we note that for the transformed code expressions that use small grid briquette data records, short, aligned vector operands, and fully
pipelined code executing almost entirely out of the on-chip cache we see by far the best performance. This transformed code brings the main memory data bandwidth requirement for the numerical algorithm to a very low level. The translated expression also utilizes the SIMD engines to the maximum extent. The Intel Nehalem processor used in our performance tests has a two-thread SMT design. Two threads in a single core share hardware resources and can be executing in any given pipeline stage concurrently. As shown in Fig. 5.7, the combination of our on-chip memory optimization and vectorization with the SMT achieve the best performance, 30% of peak, for the PPM single-fluid code, with $\sim 20\%$ delivered on the other example codes. Using two threads per core does not improve performance on these codes in their original forms. Comparing the best-achieved performance with and without transformation, an average $9.6 \times$ speedup shown in Fig. 5.7 (or $7.3 \times$ including all the experiments) is obtained.
Chapter 6

Optimization for Limited Memory Bandwidth

Recent trends in HPC system design expose significant challenges to application code development. Multiple cores per CPU, multiple simultaneous threads per core, and highly complex memory hierarchies bring in higher computing power into a single processor. Compared to the fast improvement in computing power, the growth in memory bandwidth is only at a modest speed. A challenge we are facing in going to future HPC systems is to maintain a balance between sustained memory bandwidth and the peak computing performance. To tackle the memory bandwidth issue, we must exploit on-chip memory and increase the computational intensity, the number of flops we perform for each word that we bring onto or write off of the CPU chip. There are only two approaches to increase the computational intensity of a code. The first is to modify the numerical algorithm to one that exhibits a higher computational intensity. The second is to restructure the code so that it achieves a pipelined form that dramatically increases its reuse of data cached in the on-chip memory. Chapter 5 has discussed an approach to achieve higher computational intensity through on-chip memory optimization. However, it is applicable to only single core or single thread execution. With multiple computing threads competing for a limited memory bandwidth, a strategy involving multi-thread computation to increase computational intensity is a necessity for
the HPC research. This chapter emphasizes on the memory bandwidth optimization and presents one strategy that can significantly increase the computational intensity for the CFD applications.

6.1 Computational intensity

The ratio of floating point operations to the memory accesses (memory read from, or write to the distant memory), which we call computational intensity, plays a critical role to measure the computation efficiency. Looking back to the vector processor era, the balance between computational power and the memory bandwidth allows the Cray-1 to support half of the peak performance with a main memory bandwidth of only 1 flop/word. The Cray-1 exploited its 8 vector registers to accomplish this feat. The computational intensity of vector loops had to exceed 1 flop/word to get this performance on the Cray-1. CFD codes easily achieved this on a per-loop basis, without extensive pipelining and loop fusion. Using today’s CPU designs, only processing the L1 cache-resident data can make it possible to achieve the same performance with the low computational intensities generally found in typical vectorizable loops of CFD codes.

The disparity between computing power and memory bandwidth, as discussed earlier, exposes the importance of computational intensity. How to overcome the limited memory bandwidth bottleneck has become the primary challenge for the latest multi-core systems.

Fig. 6.1 shows a performance study of computational intensity using one of the CFD applications running on single nodes with dual quad-core Intel Nehalem CPUs with 2.93 GHz clock speed. The computational intensity of the application is about 44 flops/word. We add in more memory writes to its distant memory to lower the computational intensity. On the other hand, we add extra computations to the cache-resident data to increase its intensity. The curve in Fig. 6.1 shows that increasing the computational intensity, which moves the curve toward its right, will effectively increase the achieved performance. We believe that each CPU has its own curve like the one shown in Fig. 6.1, but with a different steepness at the cliff on its left and flattening at a different
performance level. Increasing computational intensity is an important factor for high performance computing, but it is never easy or straightforward. Changing the numerical algorithm to expose higher computational intensity is one of the possible approaches. This may not be advantageous for every algorithm, it will not be adopted as our strategy in this dissertation. The second approach is to restructure the source code to tackle the challenges introduced by hardware features such as the limited size of the cache memory, a large SIMD width, high arithmetic pipeline latency, and/or the simultaneous
multithreading. All these challenges put tremendous pressure on the capacity of the limited-sized cache memory and tend to force the computational intensity toward its low end. Two computational pipelining strategies are presented in this dissertation. One focuses on cache memory optimization for single-core computation. The other one is developed on top of the first pipelining strategy to collaborate multi-thread/multi-core executions and push up the computational intensity.

6.2 Briquette-pencil pipeline

Stencil computation iteratively updates array elements according to some fixed patterns. This style of computation is commonly seen in CFD applications for solving partial differential equations and interpolations. Updating a single array element will reference one to many adjacent neighboring elements in different directions. Fig. 6.2(A,B) exemplifies the multi-dimensional stencil computation. Fig. 6.2(B) also illustrates the worst scenario that all the surrounding elements (26 surrounding elements in 3-dimensional update) are required to update the center element. This is expected to generate a huge computational overhead and lead to low performance. Grouping the array elements is the most highly recommended approach to lower the overhead from the neighboring computations. However, it enlarges the memory footprint and increases the cache memory pressure. To avoid high overhead, the CFD applications in this dissertation have always been formulated instead to directional sweeps. Three separate dimensional updates are performed for the 3-dimensional computation. The directional sweeps significantly reduce the size of required neighboring data (shown in Fig. 6.2(C)). The briquette data structure is further applied to the directional sweeps. The briquette size is adjusted based on the cache memory size, SIMD width, and also size of difference stencils required in the numerical algorithm. The computation shown in Fig. 6.2(D) seems to generate the most overhead for a one-directional sweep. However, we can further pipeline the computation and iteratively reuse the computed and cached data.

Fig. 6.3 briefly illustrates briquette-pencil pipelining. Eight contiguous briquettes form a single briquette pencil in this example. The ghost cells required for this pipelined
Figure 6.2: Stencil computation

update fit into two briquettes in both ends of the pencil. In the pipelining process, the computation performs the following operations: fetching one briquette data record from the main memory (the black block in figure); executing computation on one cached briquette (the gray block in figure); transposing one updated briquette then writing it back to main memory (the dotted block in figure). Details of the briquette-pencil pipeline are presented in Chapter 5. Briquette-pencil pipelining not only optimizes the on-chip memory utilization, it also increases the computational intensity significantly.

Figure 6.3: Briquette-pencil pipeline
6.3 Briquette-block pipeline (3-dimensional pipeline)

The briquette-pencil pipeline focuses on delivering high performance for a single-thread computation. The computation is executed by a single thread in a CPU core, and all the contents required for the computation are stored in the private on-chip memory (usually L1 and L2 cache memory). As long as all briquette-pencil updates are independent, the parallelization is performed at the granularity of a briquette-pencil. Fig. 6.4 shows the parallelization via briquette-pencil pipelining in a single compute node. All computing threads iteratively update briquette-pencils in the same sweeping direction. After completion in one sweeping direction, all compute threads immediately start the iterative operations in the next sweep direction. Six memory operations for each briquette (one load and one store in each 1-dimensional update) are unavoidable because of the limited cache size and memory locality. If the memory traffic to the distant memory can be reduced, a much better computational performance and higher computational intensity can be foreseen as predicted in Fig. 6.1. Two memory operations for each briquette (one load and one store) would be sufficient for a 3-dimensional update when sufficient cache memory space is available. The limited cache memory size in current processor designs immediately exposes the practical challenges. This second pipelining strategy, briquette-block pipelining, is developed to reduce the memory traffic for high computational intensity.

![Figure 6.4: Parallelization briquette-pencil pipeline](image)

In recent multi-core processor designs, each computing unit has a small private L1 data cache (16 KB ~ 32 KB) and a larger L2 cache memory. Depending upon the CPU
vendor, the L2 cache may be private (256KB/core for Intel Nehalem core) or shared (2MB shared by two integer cores for AMD Bulldozer.) We have seen the trend that a much larger L3 cache, or last level cache (LLC), is provided but will be shared by all the cores on the CPU socket. The aggressive memory footprint reduction in the briquette-pencil pipeline can effectively reduce all the data contents to fit into the L1 and L2 cache space\cite{67, 53, 68}. The last level cache with size of several megabytes becomes the ideal place to host a fair amount of updated data. The fundamental concept of the 3-dimensional pipeline is to exploit the large LLC and relieve the memory bandwidth pressure.

To implement the 3-dimensional pipeline, a temporary array is reserved to store a group of briquettes. The size of this array is determined by the size of the last level cache, the number of threads used for the computation, and the numerical algorithm. The array is used to store a reasonably large subdomain in the grid. In the beginning of the computation for this subdomain, the briquettes are fetched (this is a compulsory fetch) and copied into this temporary array. The updated briquettes are written back to the same temporary array in last level cache and all subsequent dimensional updates fetch their input from the last level cache. Fig. 6.5 shows the implementation of 3-dimensional pipelining on the AMD Interlargs processor. Up to 8 concurrent threads from a processor are allowed in the computation. Each small square in the figure represents a briquette-pencil update. The temporary array in LLC can store $8 \times 8 \times 8$ briquettes and the 3-dimensional pipeline can update a grid of $6 \times 6 \times 6$ briquettes. The same figure will be used to illustrate the details of the 3-dimensional pipeline implementation.

The pipeline implementation starts with the first 1-D sweep, or X-pass update in Fig. 6.5 (A). With the assumption that the X-directional update requires transverse data from neighboring briquettes in the Y- or Z- dimensions, at least 4 adjacent briquette-pencils (in both directions for the Y- and Z-directions) are required in the computation. 8 parallel threads will be updating the 8 briquette-pencils in the same X-Y briquette-plane concurrently, and the computation iterates from the left to the right in the Z-direction. In each single iteration, the computation prefetches data (the black squares), updates
briquette-pencils (the dark gray squares), and writes updated data into the temporary array (the light gray squares). This guarantees that there are always 3 X-Y briquette-planes fetched for computation and the 8 threads can parallelize the computation in the X-Y plane. Once a briquette-pencil update is completed, we overwrite the pre-existing data in the temporary array with the updated data (shown in light gray squares). After the completion of 8 briquette-pencil updates, shown in the bottom-right diagram in Fig. 6.5 (A), the pipelining will use the updated briquette-block for the computation in next sweep direction. Meanwhile, there are 2 briquette-planes with unmodified data that will be kept and used for the next 3-D briquette-block update. Similar to the briquette-pencil pipeline, this temporary array is implemented as a circular buffer in this 3-dimensional pipeline.

The next 1-D sweep, or Y-pass update is shown in Fig. 6.5 (B). Similar to the
previous step, transverse data is required in the computation. The pipeline again fetches data from the temporary array, performs the update computation and writes data back to the temporary array. In contrast to the previous directional update, the input data is cache resident in LLC and can be fetched directly from the last level cache. After the completion of 6 briquette-pencil updates in the Y-direction, the pipeline is ready for the last directional update.

The last 1-D sweep, or Z-pass update, performs computation with the updated data from the previous step. Assuming the numerical algorithm needs no transverse data for this directional update, all briquette-pencil updates are independent and can be parallelized freely by 8 concurrent threads. Fig. 6.5 (C) illustrates one example of parallelization. After the completion of the three updates, the final updated data is written back to main memory, and the temporary array in last level cache is reused in the next briquette-block update.

Using this implementation to update a briquette-block of $6^3$ briquettes, a total of 756 briquette updates ($3 \times 6 \times 6 \times 7$) are performed. With the 3-dimensional pipeline presented earlier, an efficiency of 73% is achieved with an overall number of 1036 briquette updates ($8 \times 8 \times 7 + 8 \times 6 \times 7 + 6 \times 6 \times 7 = 1036$). The temporary array is implemented as a revolving buffer for the Z directional update. This makes only 840 briquette updates ($6 \times 8 \times 7 + 2 \times 6 \times 6 \times 7 = 840$) required, with 81% efficiency, for the following briquette-block updates. Although there is 20% to 30% overhead in the computation, the number of memory operations to the distant memory in a 3-dimensional pipeline is reduced by a factor of 3.

### 6.4 Performance result

The briquette-pencil pipeline has become a fundamental technique adopted in our CFD application development. We have done an elaborate performance study of the briquette-pencil pipeline with multiple CFD applications. A significant performance improvement can be delivered solely by the briquette-pencil pipeline. A best-achieved performance is 30% of the 32-bit peak performance on an Intel Nehalem CPU with 2.93
GHz clock speed. With increasing complexity in the numerical algorithm and more physical-state variables involved in the computation, it is more challenging to keep the computation at this high performance.

In order to evaluate the 3-dimensional computational pipeline presented in this dissertation, we perform a series of experiments with multiple CFD applications developed in our team. Two hardware systems are used in these performance studies. The first platform is a cluster of dual quadcore Intel Xeon x5570 CPU (23.44 Gflops/s/core peak 32-bit performance) nodes. The compiler used on this platform is the Intel compiler in version 9.1. The second platform is the Cray XE6 system with two 16-core AMD Opteron 2.3GHz Interlagos processors in a single compute node. The compiler for this Cray system is the Cray compiler in version 8.0.3. An Intel Nehalem core has one 32 KB private L1 data cache, and a 256 KB L2 private cache. An 8 MB L3 cache is shared among the 4 cores on a socket. The 128-bit ALU in the Nehalem core can perform a 4-way SIMD execution using the SSE instruction on each cycle. Two integer cores in one AMD Interlagos module share a 256-bit ALU and are able to perform one 8-way SIMD execution using an AVX instruction, or two 4-way SIMD executions using SSE instructions. Each Interlagos integer core has a 16 KB private L1 cache. Two cores in a module share a 2 MB L2 cache and also a 2 MB L3 cache. The aggregate L3 cache is 8 MB in one AMD Interlagos socket. The performance study presented in the following focuses mainly on the performance impact brought by computational intensity. It also evaluates the benefits gained from the 3-D computation pipeline presented in this paper. The performance comparison between different CPUs from different vendors is outside the scope of this paper. The performance differences could be from the fundamental difference in hardware design, such as L1 cache memory size, cache writing policy, and memory bandwidth.

6.4.1 PPM advection

The first application chosen in the performance study is the PPM advection. This same application is used to generate the performance study shown in Fig. 6.1. Details of this application can be found in the earlier paragraph. This application applied with
the briquette-pencil pipeline delivers a 6.7 Gflop/s (28.6% of 32-bit peak performance) performance on a single Nehalem core having two threads running on a single core. On the Cray XE6 system, it delivers 3.6 Gflop/s/module (9.8% of 32-bit peak performance) with two threads on one AMD Interlagos module. Since no transverse data is needed for this application, we implement the 3-D computational pipeline following the simpler example described in previous section. The 3-D pipelined code delivers almost identical performances for both CPUs. But the profiling analysis shows higher percentage of execution time taken for the OpenMP barrier. Since each grid cell in the PPM advection reads in and writes out only one variable, it might not be able to expose the issue of the limited memory bandwidth. The applications with more complexity and higher bandwidth requirements are preferred in this study.

6.4.2 PPM-star simulation

The second example code we use here is the PPM gas dynamics code that has been used to run the stellar convection problems cited in [69, 70]. This is a fully functional 3-dimensional code that has been run on over 98,000 CPU cores to simulate the flow of the helium shell flash of a giant star. Running this application with 64-bit computation delivers 2.38 Gflop/s (20.3% of 64-bit peak performance) per Nehalem core and 1.09 Gflop/s (5.9% of 64-bit peak performance) per AMD core. Our choice here of 64-bit computation is driven by the accuracy requirement of the stellar hydrodynamics applications that this code targets.

The numerical algorithm in PPM-star needs no transverse data, but it takes 15 input variables and generates 15 output variables. Significant memory traffic can be expected in the briquette-pencil pipeline implementation. In the 3-dimensional pipeline implementation, the temporary array contains $10^3$ briquettes with briquette of $4^3$ grid-cells, that is 3.7 MB in size. We have also modified the numerical algorithm slightly to increase the accuracy in 32-bit computation. The 3-D pipelined code running in 32-bit computation delivers 7.3 Gflop/s (31% of 32-bit peak) per Nehalem core, and 2.84 Gflop/s (15.4% of 32-bit peak performance) per AMD interlagos core. Comparing the achieved percentage of peak performance, a $1.5\times$ of performance improvement is
seen on Intel CPU, and 1.3× for the AMD CPU. The significant performance improvement inspires us to move forward for applications with more complex algorithms using transverse data.

6.4.3 Inertial confinement fusion

In the next example, we are working with a full, 3-D PPM gas dynamics code, which tracks multiple fluid constituents in the presence of strong shocks. This code simulates a test problem that corresponds to the unstable compression of fuel in a laser fusion capsule. A performance study using this application has shown that the achieved performance on the Intel Nehalem CPU is 4.33 Gflop/s per core, which is 18.5% of the 32-bit peak performance [71]. A recent performance test on the Cray XE6 system achieved 2.54 Gflop/s per AMD Interlagos module, which is 6.9% of the 32-bit peak performance. A much lower performance efficiency is delivered with this much more complex application than with the earlier, simpler examples.

Following the 3-dimensional pipeline strategy discussed above, the coordinated 3-dimensional pipelined code improves the performance up to 6.5 Gflop/s (28% of 32-bit peak) per Nehalem core using two simultaneous threads in a single core. It delivers a 1.5× performance improvement for this full, 3-D gas dynamic code. On the AMD platform, a performance of 4.54 Gflop/s per AMD Interlagos module is achieved, which is 12.3% of its 32-bit peak. A higher performance improvement of 1.8× is gained on the Cray XE6 system using the proposed briquette-block pipeline.

6.5 Discussion

The key idea proposed in this section is to increase the computational intensity for more efficient computation. The first computational pipelining strategy, the briquette-pencil pipeline, has shown significant performance impact in multiple CFD applications. The second computation pipelining strategy, the briquette-block pipeline, is built upon on top of the briquette-pencil pipeline to reduce the unnecessary memory traffic to the maximum extent. The prerequisite hardware support for the briquette-block pipeline is
a larger cache memory space. The discussion of several practical concerns will be helpful for the further development and implementation using the briquette-block pipeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>briquettes in X or Y</th>
<th>briquettes in Z</th>
<th>Mwords in/out</th>
<th>Mflops</th>
<th>intensity</th>
<th>temporary (MB)</th>
<th>overall efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7109</td>
<td>73.77</td>
<td>103.8</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.4688</td>
<td>245.53</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.7109</td>
<td>187.71</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.0469</td>
<td>528.67</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.5898</td>
<td>400.06</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.6797</td>
<td>722.07</td>
<td>108.1</td>
<td>19.13</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.7695</td>
<td>1044.09</td>
<td>106.9</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.2656</td>
<td>1019.73</td>
<td>110.1</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0703</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2227</td>
<td>26.06</td>
<td>117.1</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3203</td>
<td>35.61</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4180</td>
<td>45.15</td>
<td>108.0</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: 3-D pipelining

The first concern is the cache memory space. Table 6.1 quantifies the tradeoffs involved in attaining high computational intensity by performing entire grid block 3-D updates using a 3-D briquette array (ddtemp) that resides permanently in a shared (L3) cache.

Comparing to a 1-D single-pencil update with computational intensity of 30.9 flop/-word, most of the rows in Table 6.1 show a triple intensity. Having all the CPU designs with different L3 cache size, this table shows the appropriate configuration for the cached temporary array. As shown in the table, the light gray rows are appropriate selections for CPUs with 8 MB L3 cache. For the same reason, the mid gray rows are for the CPUs with 16 MB L3 cache, and dark gray rows for the CPUs with 32 MB L3 cache. The two CPUs used in the performance experiments have 8 MB shared L3 cache space are expected to have roughly 80% efficiency. The performance results have shown 1.5× to 1.8× improvement using the briquette-block pipeline. Applying briquette-block pipeline to CPUs with larger L3 cache space, like the IBM Power-7 CPU, is expected to deliver
more promising improvement due to the high efficiency.

The second concern is thread coordination. The examples we used to illustrate the strategy, and the applications we chose for the performance study all use at most 8 threads to perform the briquette-pencil updates. Referencing the example shown in Table 6.1, thread synchronization has to be implemented to make sure each thread has all the transverse data ready for its briquette-pencil update. For many-core processors, like the Intel MIC architecture, challenges in thread coordination using a huge number of threads is unavoidable. Current multi-thread programming models might not be sufficient to handle these new difficulties.

The third concern comes from the numerical algorithm. From the previous study with the briquette-pencil pipeline, we have found that knowledge from domain experts is needed to assist the pipeline transformation. The same statement holds for briquette-block pipelining. First of all, the algorithm has to be directionally split to gain the advantages from both computational pipelining strategies. Application developers have to evaluate the feasibility of using the briquette structure, and they must be willing to re-pack the data into the briquettes. The stencil distance required in the algorithm determines the briquette size. It further dominates the size of the temporary array used to perform the 3-D pipeline. These concerns in algorithm design need to be addressed in future research.

The last concern comes from the software tool. We have built our own tool to perform code transformations used to implement the briquette-pencil pipeline. This tool has shown its usefulness to assist CFD application developers to generate pipelined and optimized code. A continuous development of this tool to support new pipeline strategies is in the development roadmap. With more complexity brought by the briquette-block pipeline, a more robust tool and development platform is required.
Chapter 7

Transformation Framework

7.1 Source-to-Source transformation

We have decided to adopt the source-to-source approach to implement the transformation framework. The reasons for and benefits of the source-to-source approach are summarized in the following:

1. Source-to-source transformation is popular in language translation. Without implementing the applications in new languages, the transformation can minimize the programming efforts for the target languages. In this dissertation, we rely on the translation to implement CFD applications on HPC systems with only limited language support, e.g. IBM Cell processor supports only C/C++ language.

2. Optimization capabilities vary among vendors’ and research compilers. Performing optimizations following the user’s directive might not be feasible. After code generation to a binary format, performing additional optimizations in binary format is challenging. Source-to-source transformation performs optimizations and generates output in the representation of a high-level language. Users can perform available optimizations freely and execute multiple iterations of source-to-source transformations. The transformations can be both hardware and compiler independent. The optimization portability can be maximized by source-to-source
transformation.

Fig. 7.1 summarizes the design of the transformation framework. The transformation framework needs to have the capabilities to parse source code, perform transformations, and generate optimized output. Domain-specific directives are inserted into the source code to direct the optimizations. With higher maturity in the transformation framework, some directives can be removed and replaced with automatic optimizations in the future. Compiler techniques are adopted to assist optimization and perform required analysis. Optimizations are developed within the framework and transformations are performed in the intermediate representation (IR), or the abstract syntax tree (AST). The ideal framework also needs to support multiple programming languages to maximize the optimization portability. After completing the source-to-source transformations, the optimized, transformed output code is submitted to the vendor’s compiler.

Figure 7.1: domain-specific transformation framework
There are many existing research projects focusing on high-level code transformation to improve performance and generate automatic parallelization \cite{72,73}. Research compilers also provide abilities to generate source-to-source translation for verification purposes\cite{10}. After a series of experiments with available open-source infrastructures, we have found most of them focus on targets and programming languages different from our requirement. The different perspectives and views in code transformation create a steep learning curve and make the addition of new features difficult. We have therefore decided to adopt ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) \cite{73,74} as our preliminary infrastructure, and to build the translation tool from scratch. We later found the design of the ROSE compiler \cite{7} fulfills the needs in both source-to-source transformation and domain-specific optimization. With broader language support and more compiler techniques involved, the ROSE compiler is identified as a good development platform. The following sections describe the implementations of the proposed transformation framework.

### 7.2 Source-to-Source implementation

#### 7.2.1 ANTLR-based tool

ANTLR is a language tool that provides a framework for constructing recognizers, interpreters, compilers, and translators from grammatical descriptions containing actions in a variety of target languages. In contrast with Lex and Yacc, ANTLR includes several features in the followings:

1. ANTLR generates the LL(*) recognizer, extension of LL(k) that uses arbitrary lookahead to make decisions, to parse the source code.

2. ANTLR takes abstract syntax tree (AST) construction rules to create an AST as an intermediate format in transformation. It also generates graphical tree output to verify the tree transformation result.

3. ANTLR requires language grammars to create parsers and AST generators for different programming languages. In our current implementation, we implement
a subset of Fortran grammar to support our scientific applications written in Fortran.

4. ANTLR supports predicates that implicitly specify the precedence of the conflicting alternatives and provides flexibility in generating transformations.

5. StringTemplate[73, 75] is tightly integrated with ANTLR to create a structured output format and greatly simplifies the work in output generation. Through different templates, code can be transformed to different expressions.

The following additional features are integrated in the translation tool developed by our team to enable our specific transformations:

1. A symbol table is designed to collect details of the application. The translator will reference the symbol table to retrieve information for the transformation. Variable and subroutine declarations will also be based on the symbol table.

2. User directives are required for the translation tool to guide the transformations. In addition to standard directives, such as OpenMP directives, the framework allows customized directives for optimization guidance. This auxiliary information can be parsed and stored for different purposes in different phases of the transformation.

3. An EQUIVALENCE statement in the Fortran language is used to specify the sharing of storage units by two or more entities in a program unit. To simplify the alias analysis in this framework, the symbol table keeps track of all entities that share storage units.

4. Instead of generating only one single output language, we create multiple back-end translations for different programming languages and language extensions for different architectures.

The implementation with ANTLR will take Fortran source code with user directives inserted as input. It will generate AST and a symbol table with all the user directive
information stored in them. In the transformation process, the translator will follow guidance from the user directives to generate the expected output form. All transformations are done in high-level expressions; the user can verify and compare the output from the graphical interface at each step of the transformation. After the transformations are completed, the transformation generates Fortran output by default. Upon the request of the user, the translator will also generate output in different languages. The latest implementation with ANTLR consists of the following components: (1) Fortran subroutine inliner, (2) on-chip memory optimization that can perform briquette-pencil pipelining, (3) vectorization framework that can support multiple SIMD instruction sets (SSE, AVX, Larabee Instruction, AltiVec, QPX), and (4) a programming language translator.

7.2.2 ROSE compiler

The ROSE compiler is a open-source compiler infrastructure developed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to build source-to-source program transformation and analysis tools. The earlier research work in ROSE development focused in libraries written in the C/C++ language. The supports for Fortran and other programming languages were later integrated into ROSE platform. The compiler packages consist of three major parts, front-end, mid-end and back-end, and several auxiliary features. The front-end adopts a commercial parser, EDG parser, to provide parsing capabilities for C and C++ languages. A research parser, the Open Fortran parser [76], is used to support the Fortran language. The IR in ROSE is SageIII, to acknowledge the Sage++ and SageII projects by Dennis Gannon and Karl Kesselman in the early 90’s. Similar to most compiler frameworks, the mid-end consists of a group of transformations and program analyzers. The back-end supports unparsing for multiple output languages. A collection of APIs are provided in the ROSE compiler to perform tree traversal, code transformation, and trigger code analysis.

A variety of research projects have been built based on the ROSE infrastructure. For example, POET[11, 77] is a scripting language designed for domain-specific optimization, and PolyOpt (C and Fortran) is the optimization tool using the polyhedral
transformation model. Transformation tool developers have the flexibility to reuse existing optimizations and analysis. We have implemented a subset of the optimizations in the ROSE compiler framework. Meanwhile we also foresee more research potentials using the ROSE compiler. For the following reasons, the ROSE compiler is identified as a good infrastructure for the transformation framework.

1. It has a state-of-the-art source-to-source compiler framework with on-going development and maintenance.

2. It supports major programming languages used in scientific programs.

3. A variety of optimizations and analytical models are available in the ROSE compiler.

4. The IR design in the ROSE compiler is compatible with our implementation with ANTLR. The development effort in the migration process therefore can be minimized.

7.3 User-directive interface

The transformation framework integrates user directives in the compilation process. The directives can be categorized as follows: (1) identifying critical computation regions, (2) providing domain-specific information, (3) performing transformations, and (4) identifying special functions. The directives developed in the current implementation are listed in Table 7.1.

In the current transformation framework, transformations discussed in the followings are invoked by the user directives. Subroutine inlining is first executed for every subroutine call marked with the "INLINE" directive. The code size will be expanded for further optimization according to the developer’s request. The framework then takes the directive "PIPELINE" to identify the beginning of the pipeline region. All nested loops in the pipeline region with the "LONGITUDINAL LOOP" directive will be fused as described in Chapter 5. The directive "ELIMINATE REDUNDANT ITERATIONS"
Identifies and removes the redundant memory reads. "PREFETCH BEGIN/END" and "DOUBLEBUFFER" are used to identify the prefetching region and the variables that will need double buffering for the prefetch. "PREFETCH" also identifies the location to insert prefetching intrinsic functions supported by the latest SIMD engines. Vectorization is performed in loops identified with "VECTOR ALWAYS". Two types of loop unrolling are available before (identified with "UNROLL") and after (identified with "SIMD UNROLL") vectorization. The directive "DMA" is used to identify data movement between the main memory and the on-chip memory. It is reserved for architectures like the Cell processor. This same directive can be used to identify the position for software prefetching instructions.

Directives provide a lightweight interface for application developers to convey domain knowledge to the compilation process. Although it slightly increases the programming burden by inserting required directives into source code, the reward in performance improvement is significant. As the development evolves, several directives could be replaced by automatic optimizations and analysis, and innovative directives will be designed for new optimization purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIRECTIVE</th>
<th>PURPOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INLINE</td>
<td>Inlining all the relevant subroutines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPELINE</td>
<td>Identifying the specialized pipeline loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGITUDINAL LOOP</td>
<td>Identifying all the computational loops over planes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIMINATE REDUNDANT ITERATIONS/SUB SCRIPTEXP</td>
<td>Removing redundant reads from the main memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREFETCH BEGIN/END</td>
<td>Identifying the pipeline-prefetching region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLEBUFFER</td>
<td>Identifying the variables that require double-buffering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VECTOR ALWAYS</td>
<td>Identifying the vectorizable loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Identifying the data movement to/from main memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNROLL</td>
<td>Unrolling the loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMD UNROLL</td>
<td>Unrolling the SIMD format</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: List of directives used in optimization
Chapter 8

Discussion and Performance Study

We have implemented the CFD applications and applied the optimization strategy presented above on the leading large-scale computing systems. The basis for the code transformations that we exploit in this dissertation is experience in recent years with the IBM Cell processor. In this chapter, we therefore briefly describe this processor and identify the significant respects in which we can view all modern computing devices in this same way. We select representative CFD applications to perform experiments on multiple HPC platforms. A quantitative study is presented and performance results are discussed.

8.1 Viewing modern processors from a Cell programmer’s perspective

The IBM Cell processor contains one PPU and eight SPUs. Each SPU is a 4-way SIMD processor that operates on quadword (128-bit) operands. Each SPU has a 256 KB on-chip local store for both data and instructions. At 3.2 GHz, each SPU offers 25.6 Gflop/s peak performance. The SPU is equivalent to a vector machine that operates upon data stored in its on-chip memory. Programmers run the same program (SPMD)
on each of the 8 SPUs, and then explicitly manage the prefetching and writing back of data into and out of the local stores. The PPU is used to perform logistical work such as data initialization and synchronization.

The multicore CPUs chosen in this study are the processors from Intel, AMD, and IBM. Similar to the Cell processor, each core in any of these CPUs is a 4-way, or 8-way SIMD processor that operates on packed operands. Each core has a private L1 cache (data and instruction) and private on-chip L2 cache. SMT allows multiple threads to share the hardware resource and to execute concurrently. In contrast to the explicit on-chip memory management on the Cell processor, multicore CPUs have implicit cache management that supports cache coherency.

The Nvidia C2070 Fermi GPU contains 14 SMs. Each SM is equivalent to two 16-way SIMD engines. Each SM can be viewed as two Cell SPUs, each having one 16-way SIMD engine. Therefore, the Fermi GPU is as a kind of Cell processor with 28 SPU-like vector engines, each with private on-chip memory. In place of the SPU’s 256 KB local store, the SM has a variety of on-chip stores each with different uses and limitations. There is an 8 KB cache working set for constant memory, 64 KB configurable on-chip memory (L1 cache memory and shared memory) in addition to a large number of registers. It is natural for a Cell programmer to consider running the vector code for each SPU on a GPU’s SMs, but instead of using vectors of length 16, a larger vector length will be needed and the complexity of the SM’s on-chip memory must be accommodated. Despite the slower GPU clock, the 16-wide SIMD operation of each SM and the large number, 28, of SIMD engines leads to a very high peak performance of 1030 Gflop/s with 16 multiply-adds performed on each SM on every clock tick. This makes conversion of Cell code to the GPU very attractive.

We choose to program CPU cores and the GPU’s SMs, as we do Cell’s SPUs as vector machines. We can usefully compare these new vector engines to classic Cray CPUs, for which the scientific community has decades of experience. The primary distinction of these vector machines relative to the Cray classic is that both the SPU and the SM have local, on-chip memories, while the Cray-1 operated upon vectors in main memory and had only 8 (vector) registers in the CPU. A key figure of merit is therefore the ratio of
main memory bandwidth to peak processing power. The Cray-1 achieved half its peak floating point performance on all our hydrodynamic codes. This was possible because its 8 vector registers made greater memory bandwidth unnecessary. If we think of the local on-chip stores of the SPU, CPU core, and the SM as providing space for vector registers, then all these vector engines have much higher register capacities than the Cray-1. In order to approach Cray-1 levels of performance (as fractions of peak) on these devices, programmers must therefore find ways to exploit this on-chip storage. If the SM in GPUs had as much on-chip memory relative to its natural vector length as the SPU, we should be able to extend our Cell programs to the GPU with relatively little effort. This conclusion follows from the two devices having nearly the same memory bandwidth to peak performance ratios. However, the SM has very much less storage space on chip than the SPU. We must therefore develop a different programming strategy for the GPU that can address this on-chip memory deficiency.

Exploiting the SIMD engines and the on-chip memory is the key to high performance computation on the Cell processor. We have argued above that the same considerations are key to achieving high performance on modern processors. For efficient usage of these hardware features, several performance challenges have to be tackled. These challenges include SIMD engine programming, on-chip memory utilization, and the programming model.

1. **Programming for the SIMD engine:** On the Cell SPU, all floating point arithmetic is done in the SIMD mode, which is a performance benefit. Cell programs must use SIMD intrinsic functions, which are C language extensions, to perform the SIMD operations. Our vectorization framework therefore is built to perform vectorization for the Cell SPUs. The same framework is able to perform vectorization on the latest SIMD engines. The briquette data structure naturally exposes long vector lengths for GPU computation. GPUs adopt a single instruction multiple thread (SIMT) programming model, similar to SIMD in CPUs, and rely on new language extensions to execute the parallelization. With sufficient vector length in computation, programming efforts for GPUs can be minimized.
2. **On-chip memory optimization:** Our approach for the Cell processor is to keep all the operands in its local store via aggressive memory footprint reductions. Multicore CPUs implicitly manage their multiple-level cache memories, but low performance results unless the program is very carefully written. We use the same strategy, therefore, for both the Cell processor and for a multicore CPU, keeping all the operands in the cache memory. We find that this approach delivers very high performance on both platforms. We minimize the on-chip workspace requirement by using very short, but aligned, vectors and by an extremely aggressive pipelining transformation of the code that has been described in chapter 5. Today’s GPUs require vector loop lengths of 64 words, and therefore we run our vector loops for these target devices over entire grid briquettes of 64 cells. Each vector loop for the GPU runs over 4 grid planes, and is aligned on grid planes, but these 4 planes may not all reside in the same grid briquette. The element of processing for a single thread block (a group of 64 GPU threads) of control is therefore either one briquette grid plane or one entire briquette’s worth of such grid planes. We keep in the on-chip memory only the minimum amount of live data needed to accomplish the complete update of this amount of information. To do this, and to get the benefit of the reuse of all the intermediate quantities that we must compute in order to accomplish this update, we aggressively pipeline the entire update computation. This update then occurs in a single, extremely large outer loop containing a large number of inner loops over 16 or 64 elements.

3. **Data fetching and writing:** Fetching new data into the on-chip memory and writing the updated data back to main memory makes up the entire memory traffic for the code implementation. To assure that this data traffic can be overlapped with computation, we need to prefetch data in advance. This is easily done on the Cell processor, but on CPUs today, we can only give hints to the vendor compilers about this prefetching. On future hardware, we expect that prefetching will become sufficiently important for performance that intrinsic function calls will be provided to enable us to control this essential part of the algorithm, as we do.
today on Cell and also on GPUs.

4. **Handling Different Programming Models and Languages:** The Cell processor not only brought innovation in hardware design, but also in its programming model. Cell Programmers must offload their computationally intensive code onto the SPUs. Explicit control of the memory hierarchy must be applied to move data through the DMA channel and to manage the on-chip memory footprint. Intrinsic functions are also required for SIMD execution. Multiple levels of parallelism can be exploited concurrently, including data parallelism on the SIMD engine, thread parallelism on the SPUs, and task parallelism on multiple PPU's and host processor cores. Finally, message relaying has to be applied in the cross-node MPI implementation. Much research has addressed these programming hurdles. We encounter all of these issues to one extent or another in targeting today’s computing platforms. Our strategy relies on our source-to-source transformation framework to automate the most tedious and difficult aspects and to produce output code for all targets from a single input source.

On the CPU platform, the programming model is well known. The CPU’s support for multiple languages gives programmers flexibility in implementing their applications. However, tuning the performance for the CPU platform is not trivial. Programmers must take into account hardware features and compilation details.

The CUDA SDK has been developed for programming the Nvidia GPU. The C language for CUDA includes extensions to support special GPU hardware features. Programmers must manage the GPU thread hierarchy, manipulate the varieties of memory in the memory hierarchy, manage data movement, and handle synchronization with this new programming language.

In summary, the code implementation for these architectures follows these steps: (1) we prefetch a small block of data from main memory to on-chip memory, (2) we unpack the data to produce a number of short vectors that reside in the on-chip memory, (3) we update the data via many vector floating point operations, (4) we repack the updated data into a new data record, and (5) we write the new record back to main memory.
Achieving uniformly high performance on these platforms is difficult. Nevertheless, we find that a single approach, with some variations, gives good results on all these different systems. Performance portability is possible through the same approach.

8.2 Performance study

We achieve a performance of 7.7 Gflop/s/SPU, 33% of the 32-bit peak performance, running our PPM code on the Cell processor. When we add in the data movement between main memory and on-chip local store that we need to run a sizable problem, the performance falls by about 16% (to 6.3 Gflop/s/SPU.) When we change the algorithm to a multifluid one not studied in this performance comparison, for which the SPU demands 3 times the data from main memory but performs only 50% more work, the performance falls another 29% (to 4.5 Gflop/s/SPU.) Using multiple Cell processors in the large IBM Roadrunner system, the delivered performance is between 3.4 Gflop/s/SPU (with thousands of Cell processors) and 3.9 Gflop/s/SPU (with hundreds of Cell processors.) In this chapter, we present an extended performance study of the Intel and IBM multicore processors and of the Nvidia GPU.

The CPU study is implemented on an Intel cluster equipped with dual quad-core Intel Xeon x5570 and 24 GB main memory in each node. This quad-core processor runs at 2.93 GHz clock speed and the peak performance is 93.8 Gflop/s/processor. The compilers for the Intel device are the Intel Fortran and C compilers in version 12. The second CPU platform is an IBM workstation equipped with four 8-core Power-7 processors. This Power-7 processor runs at 3.86 GHz with a 247 Gflop/s/processor peak performance. The compilers for this Power-7 machine are the XL Fortran compiler, version 13.1, and the XL C compiler, version 11.1. The GPU study is implemented on an Intel workstation equipped with a quad-core Intel i7-950 and 12 GB main memory. The GPU is the Nvidia C2070 with ECC turned off. The software package in this workstation has CUDA SDK 4.0 and GCC and the GNU Fortran compiler in version 4.3.4.

Each CFD code counts the flops it performs, using manual counts for each vector
loop that are coded into the algorithm. Three flops are assigned to each reciprocal
evaluation and none to each vector logical operation (or CVMGM.) For the GPU, each
GPU thread counts its own flops. To sum up the overall flops number from hundreds
of GPU threads causes high overhead in the execution time. Therefore, we take the
flop count from CPU to evaluate the performance on GPU. The flop count from GPU is
used to verify the counting correctness. The percentage difference in flop counts between
GPU and CPU is within only a few percent.

8.2.1 Multi-core CPUs

PPM advection experiment result: The first performance result is from the PPM
advection code. To start the performance study, we first take the code with no optimizations applied. The computation is expressed in a sequence of triply nested, vectorizable
loops extending over a regular 3-D Cartesian grid. An outer code performs this compu-
tation on a sequence of grid briquettes of the whole, with the number of grid cells, nsugar, on each side of the cube given as a parameter. We measure the performance
using nsugar = 64 and 16. The computation is parallelized with 8 OpenMP threads in a
single computational node. Running these 8 threads exacerbates the memory bandwidth
limitation, which is most strongly felt for the case of nsugar = 64. For nsugar = 16,
each grid briquette fits entirely into the cache memory, so we achieve a vectorized and
cache-blocked implementation. In measuring the performance of this implementation,
we have not given credit for the redundant computation performed in updating one grid
briquette that is performed once more in updating the next briquette in the processing
sequence. This redundant computation is a valid cost of this style of cache-blocked
computation, and we account for it in this way. The leftmost group in Fig. 8.1 shows
the result for nsugar = 64, we obtain more or less the performance we would expect if
we were to assign each briquette, with no cache blocking, to a separate MPI process,
with MPI message passing occurring through on-node data copies in the shared memory
of a single workstation. In this implementation we perform less redundant computation
from one grid briquette update to the next, but the entire update no longer fits into the
on-chip cache, so that the delivered performance is lower. Both Intel Nehalem CPU and
IBM Power-7 processor, having the same on-chip memory size, show low performance from the diagram.
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Figure 8.1: PPM advection performance on CPUs

Next, we perform memory optimization by a combination of manual and automated processes. We process briquettes (of size of $4 \times 4 \times 4$) in sequence and we pipeline the processing completely. During the time that we update a grid briquette entirely using cache resident data, we are pre-fetching the next briquette in the sequence. We also utilize partial results of one briquette update to perform the next briquette update, so that there is no redundant computation between the two updates. For this code expression, we find the greatest delivered performance from running 16 simultaneous
threads on a dual-quadcore-CPU workstation. Comparing the result from the 2nd and 3rd groups in Fig. 8.1 about 25% of the performance improvement is delivered by the memory optimization on both Intel and IBM processors.

The last case that we study here is the result from our vectorization framework applied to this second, transformed and pipelined Fortran code. The rightmost group in Fig. 8.1 shows the transformed codes delivering the best percentage, 22.4%, of 32-bit peak performance on the Intel CPU and 21.7% on the Power-7. The same SIMD code used on the Intel processor can be compiled with the GCC compiler and result in a similar performance. From this study on CPUs, we see that devices from both vendors deliver similar percentages of peak performance after our code transformations, except that of course Power-7 has twice as many cores. However, the Power-7 shows worse single core performance before the vectorization transformation is applied. The conditional vector merge functions can be treated as branches and jumps in a vectorizable loop. These branches restrict most compilers from performing vectorization. The Intel compiler has an aggressive approach to partially vectorize and leads to the performance difference between Intel and IBM devices in Fig. 8.1.

PPM single-fluid experiment result: The second performance test is using the PPM single-fluid code. We start the experiment with a grid of $128^3$ cells. The computation is parallelized with 8 OpenMP threads and a brick of $64^3$ cells is assigned to an individual thread. This case corresponds to our earlier experiment with the PPM advection code using $n_{sugar}=64$. The performance is limited by the available memory bandwidth and only 2.8% (Power-7) and 3.8% (Intel) of the 32-bit peak performance is achieved. After the on-chip memory optimization and the computation pipelining, the optimized code has $3 \times$ (Power-7) to $4 \times$ (Intel) speedups in performance. The center group in Fig. 8.2 shows the result for both CPUs. From the rightmost group in Fig. 8.2 the SIMD codes generated from our transformation tool gain another $2 \times$ speedup to deliver the 27.8 Gflop/s (30% of 32-bit peak performance) on the Intel CPU and 54 Gflop/s (22%) on the Power-7. The achieved performance from this code on both devices is the best in our performance study. The PPM single-fluid code has 6 physical variables as input and another 6 variables for output. It needs 24.75 KB of on-chip memory space.
for each thread to store the intermediate results. The high computational intensity of 68 flops per word pushes the computational performance to this very high value.

8.2.2 GPGPUs

**PPM advection experiment result:** To implement the advection code for the GPU, we take the code with all optimizations and transliterate it into a CUDA code. We set up the briquette size to be $4^3$ cells and use 64 GPU threads, in a thread block, to update a briquette pencil. Each temporary array needs a memory size of 8 grid planes, or 0.5 KB, because the size of the difference stencil is 4. The advection code needs
more than 20 temporary arrays and will generate 13 KB of shared memory usage for a thread block. CUDA would allow only 3 thread blocks in a single SM. Therefore, the delivered performance is only 33 Gflop/s on a Fermi GPU (leftmost histogram in Fig. 8.3). This result includes an overhead to copy the visualization data to the CPU memory. Excluding this data transfer to evaluate the performance, 35 Gflop/s is achieved.

![Graph showing performance improvement with increased thread blocks per SM](image)

**Figure 8.3: PPM advection performance on GPUs**

We have to apply a different memory footprint reduction to reduce the shared memory usage in a thread block. In this memory reduction process, temporary variables that can be re-computed on the fly will be eliminated from the shared memory space. In the CPU computation, the larger cache memory space grants a programmer the flexibility to store more intermediate results. These cache-resident results can be reused with high computation efficiency. For a device with smaller on-chip memory, like the GPU, re-computing the temporary variables to save the on-chip memory space could lead to
a better result in performance. However, identifying these variables for the memory reduction is not trivial in a CFD application. Through iterations of memory reduction, the minimal size required in shared memory shrinks to only 5.5 KB in one thread block. The occupancy climbs up to 33% and the delivered performance becomes 90 Gflop/s, which is 8.7% of the 32-bit peak performance. Fig. 8.3 shows the performance results from a Fermi GPU. The histograms from left to right show the performances with different occupancy. The PPM advection code has only one input variable and one output variable. With all the temporary results stored in the on-chip memory, memory traffic does not saturate the available memory bandwidth. If we use the "-fast-math" compiler option, a performance of 114 Gflop/s is reported. However, this option uses less accurate mathematical functions and can lead to incorrect results in the numerical computation.

**PPM single-fluid experiment result:** To implement the PPM single-fluid code for the GPU, the 24.75 KB required on-chip memory space for a CPU thread exposes the challenge immediately. To achieve better performance for the GPU, additional optimizations are applied to efficiently exploit the shared memory. PPM applications use coupled equations in the algorithm design. The same amount of input can generate much more temporary results and store them in the on-chip memory. These cache-resident results can be referenced for the later computations in a most efficient way. There are only a limited number of temporary results that can be stored in the shared memory. To exploit the shared memory for the PPM single-fluid code, we minimize the number of temporary results by de-coupling the equations and dividing the program into several episodes of computation. Each episode is like a subroutine and is called from a main computational kernel. In the GPU implementation, we only generate a few GPU kernels, and each of them will perform a series of episodes of computation. This will effectively eliminate the overhead caused by kernel launching and terminating. A single episode walks through the grid pencil to generate results used in the later episodes, or the final results. The inputs and outputs in an episode will have the size of a full grid pencil and be permanently stored in the global memory. Each thread block reserves a private space in the global memory to store a group of pencil-sized arrays. We allocate
112 memory spaces for the maximum of 112 thread blocks (8 thread blocks/SM × 14 SMs/Fermi) that can execute concurrently. A thread block can reuse the same group of pencil-size arrays to perform multiple pencil sweeps. Intermediate results generated within an episode are cached in the shared memory. As shown in Fig. 8.4, an episode takes input from the pencil-sized array and fetches data into a group of registers. Once the data is used in computation, it is copied into the shared memory. A thread block, 64 threads, updates a 4³ briquette and writes updated data back to the global memory. The limited on-chip memory size restricts the number of input and output variables for each individual episode. We then apply the optimizations, used in the CPU study, to all the episodes to maximize the computational intensity. Only after this additional work, the shared memory is used to host the temporary arrays and used for the data prefetching as we discussed earlier. The achieved performance is 33.4 Gflop/s. This result includes the same overhead as the PPM advection code. 57.1 Gflop/s is achieved by eliminating this data transfer. The right-hand group in Fig. 8.5 shows these result with the optimizations.

Figure 8.4: illustration of the GPU implementation
To demonstrate the usefulness of our optimizations on the GPU, we transliterate the single-fluid code without any source code optimization into CUDA. This keeps all the temporary results in the global memory and has no shared memory usage. We also configure the on-chip memory to have only 16 KB shared memory and 48 KB L1 cache. Fig. 8.5 shows the comparison between this approach and the optimized result. The delivered memory throughput is close to the available memory bandwidth. The resulting performance is 20 Gflop/s (with data transfer) and 31.7 Gflop/s (without data transfer).
8.3 Characterizing the multifluid gas dynamics application code

The grid cell update for a single 1-D pass is characterized quantitatively in Fig. 8.6. In the first column, descriptive names of individual routines, or kernels, are listed. It is natural to encapsulate each of these kernels as a subroutine. The table in Fig. 8.6 characterizes each "kernel" into which we have decomposed our entire multifluid gas dynamics computation. For each, the number of flops per grid cell updated is given, and this is also broken down into which kind of flops these are. It is assumed that each divide is actually a reciprocal evaluation followed by a multiply. Also the implied subtractions in certain logical comparisons are counted. Reciprocals are counted as 3 flops, as they were on the Cray-1. Reciprocals can be performed this fast on no hardware in existence today. The actual cost of a single-precision reciprocal is about 14 flops. This fact, as well as the fact that we give no credit in flops for vectorizable logic operations, explains the differences in measured performance on the various kernels in our code. For example, the kernel ppb10constrainx is extremely logically intensive and it runs at roughly half the performance of most of the other kernels. But this logic is essential to the value of the PPB algorithm, as it permits multifluid interfaces to be described on the grid as nearly one grid cell across, with very few associated numerical artifacts. Vectorizable logic operations are listed in this table under the column "cvmgms," the name for these functions in classic Cray programs. They are vector mask operations, taking two vectors as inputs and using the sign of a third vector to select from one or the other of the inputs to form the output vector.

The column labeled "Intel Westmere Gflop/s/core" in Fig. 8.6 with its entries given in bold, contains derived performance measurements for the individual code kernels. These were measured by executing the kernel the number of times listed in the column "N X this routine" while all the other kernels in the sequence were executed only once. The aggregate flops per cell that resulted and the elapsed seconds per timing interval are listed at the right in Fig. 8.6. From this information, the flops per grid cell for one execution of the kernel, given in the left-most column, and from the data in the
next-to-last row for a single iteration of all the kernels in sequence, we may derive the individual kernel performance given in bold. This is a measurement of how fast the CPU core can perform the kernel working with all necessary data already in its L-1 cache and all instructions in its instruction cache. In this sense, these values in bold are "never to be exceeded" numbers. The last bold number in this column then gives the performance we could achieve for this code if every kernel could run at this never-to-be-exceeded rate. This comes out to be 7.40 Gflop/s/core, or 44.4 Gflop/s (7.4 × 6) for a single Westmere CPU. The actual performance appears in the next column to the right, namely 4.33 Gflop/s/core. Below it, at 6.22 Gflop/s/core, we have the performance we could achieve on this code if there is no cost for fetching and writing back data to main memory. This number is achievable if an optimal prefetching scheme can be implemented.

The columns in Fig. 8.6 labeled "input temps," "output temps," "scratch," and "intensity" characterize the data I/O properties of the various kernels. None of the computational kernels read or write data from the off-chip memory in the implementation for a CPU. The kernel "fetch DD" performs the data prefetch mentioned above. The necessary data is packed into grid briquette records in main memory. Each such record contains all we need to know about a grid briquette of 4³ cells. This can be read or written in a single sequential data transfer, which we express in standard Fortran as an array copy as discussed above. The algorithm requires that we read in an entire briquette record for each briquette we will update, as well as the first third of 4 neighbor briquettes that are adjacent to it in the two transverse grid dimensions. The unit of data in Fig. 8.6 is a single grid plane of 4 × 4 cells, but because we fetch entire briquette records once every 4 main loop traversals (executing all the computational kernels in sequence on each traversal), we have divided the size of the data transfers in the "fetch DD" and the "storeDDnu" kernels (not shown in the table) by 4 to match the other data entries in the table. StoreDDnu simply transposes a single briquette record (with 15 variables) and writes it to main memory. The last 3 columns in Fig. 8.6 give the numbers of single grid plane vectors, of length 16 words each, that serve as input, output, and scratch work space for each kernel. From these and the number of flops performed in the kernel, a computational intensity is computed in flops per input plus output word.
For the GPU, these "temps" are placed in the global memory of the device, but for the CPU, they are all resident in the L-2 cache. Several of the kernels inevitably have low computational intensities and would have high costs in efficiency using the GPU design. As noted earlier, the computational intensity of the entire algorithm is very high. This is given on the bottom row, labeled "TOTAL," in Fig. 8.6.

The items in Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7 listed at the left as kernels are not Nvidia kernels. For an Nvidia kernel, a global barrier is required upon completion, followed by a very substantial startup cost for the next kernel. For OpenMP programmers, this is like ending and reestablishing a parallel region with performance overhead involved. With the implementation executing on the Fermi GPU, doing it is devastating to performance. Instead, the kernels in the tables here are identifiable episodes of computation with explicit inputs and outputs that must in one way or another be cached. (Interphopux is actually implemented as 3 such kernels.) The entire code, as it executes on the GPU for a complete update of all the grid cells, is implemented as a single Nvidia kernel.

Our kernels require caching of outputs, which will serve as inputs for later kernels. There is essentially no place to cache these inputs and outputs on the GPU chip. We therefore are forced to cache them in global memory. To make this caching scheme efficient, we must execute each kernel not just on a single grid briquette, or on a single grid plane of 16 cells as we do on the CPU, but on an entire grid pencil of many briquettes arranged in a line. This strategy allows us to prefetch our inputs one briquette at a time and to write back the outputs continuously with this same granularity of 64 words per CPU thread or GPU thread block. We have been able to prefetch no more than 15 inputs per kernel. To prefetch the inputs, we need to place in the CUDA code an assignment of a variable on the stack (a "register" variable) to a briquette of the input data (in CUDA this looks like assigning one word on the stack to one word in global memory). As long as this variable is not used, the SIMD engine will not wait for this data transfer to be complete until we assign this register variable to a variable in the programmer-managed, on-chip "shared" memory. When this assignment occurs in the program, the hardware will wait on the completion of the data transfer.

The proposed strategy for executing one of the kernels, or code sections, on a GPU...
Figure 8.6: Characterization of the multifluid PPM gas dynamics code and its performance on a multicore CPU. Speeds are quoted in Gflops/core, measured as the code is executed in parallel by all 6 cores of the Westmere CPU.
is therefore clear. We carefully design the kernel to have fewer inputs and outputs, to
do as much computational labor as possible, but without using more than a handful
of intermediate results that cannot be instantly consumed. Then we proceed down a
single briquette pencil (for Fig. 8.7 it is $4 \times 4 \times 128$ cells) processing one grid briquette
of $4^3$ cells at a time. At the beginning of our loop over grid briquettes, we prefetch the
next input briquettes and copy over the previous ones into the on-chip shared memory.
Then we execute the kernel code, which we pipeline as we do for the CPU in order
to produce the greatest possible reuse of on-chip data. It is important to note that
the data prefetch uses twice as much on-chip data storage as we would need without
prefetching. However, for the kernels in Fig. 8.7 this prefetching delivers more than
a doubling of the performance, even though it forces us to have only 2 threads per
SIMD engine running simultaneously rather than 4. Because the delivered performance
increases nearly linearly with the number of simultaneous threads, for the same code
implementation, it should be evident that if the on-chip data storage capacity is doubled
without also doubling the number or width of the on-chip SIMD engines, the code’s
performance would also double.

In Fig. 8.7 we report results for our entire multifluid gas dynamics code. We have
applied the strategy just described, but this is only a first effort. From the individual
speeds of our kernels in Fig. 8.7 it is clear that the final two kernels, in which we
have not yet implemented our prefetching strategy, pull down the overall measured
performance substantially. The only other examples of relatively slow kernels involve
several inputs and outputs but very little computation. With careful rearrangement and
more thought about which temporaries can be recomputed, the impact of these kernels
should be diminished. Measuring the overall performance of the code not including
these last two unfinished kernels results in an overall performance of 14.93 Gflop/s,
as shown in Fig. 8.7 in bold, rather than of 14.1 Gflop/s including them. The time-
weighted average of all but the last 2 kernels in Fig. 8.7 is 22.45 Gflop/s. This is the
same phenomenon that we saw from the analysis of the CPU. The
hardware prefers to do a tiny portion of the job over and over rather than to execute a
complete stream of instructions.
The set of kernels listed in Fig. 8.7 include the 6 kernel executions all of which are variations on the kernel in the PPM advection code example discussed earlier. We therefore had already devoted considerable effort to implementing them on the GPU. However, the performance numbers in Fig. 8.7 are roughly a third of the levels reported for the advection code. In that code, we were able to package the advection calculation so that it fetched only one data briquette and wrote only one data briquette for every grid briquette it updated. This produces an artificially high computational intensity for the advection kernel, although it does indeed match fairly closely the intensity of the entire multifluid gas dynamics computation for a CPU with a cache. We see in Fig. 8.7 six such kernels listed with computational intensities that are lower than for the advection code by factors of 3 or 4. This results from their use within a code that is solving coupled partial differential equations. To handle the coupling of the equations, we are forced to have each PPM interpolation kernel produce as output the 3 coefficients of its interpolation parabola for use later in the code. Additionally, there is cross coupling between the interpolations themselves that is expressed through input or output flag vectors that mark cells in which special constraint operations must be applied. The coupling of the equations is also felt in the first and last kernels on the list in Fig. 8.7. The first kernel ingests the fundamental fluid state variables together with sound speed and other values that have been computed earlier. From these it constructs values of the Riemann invariants, which are the signals that are transported through the fluid along sound wave paths and along streamlines. This is why the first kernel on the list has so many inputs and outputs. After interpolating parabolae for the Riemann invariant signals, in the final kernel in Fig. 8.7 we put these quantities back together to produce consistent, constrained interpolation parabolae for the densities, pressure, and velocity components. Again we have a huge number of inputs and outputs, but this cannot be avoided.
Table 8.7: Characterization of a portion of the PPM gas dynamics code and its performance on a many-core GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Fermi (GPU)</th>
<th>Tesla (GPU)</th>
<th>Scratch</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Tesla+Scratch</th>
<th>Tesla+Scratch+Direct</th>
<th>Scratch+Direct</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Riemann States</th>
<th>Diffuse</th>
<th>DiversifyMom</th>
<th>PPM Interf0 Vec</th>
<th>InterpHorus</th>
<th>Fluxes5 (both)</th>
<th>Store 5D DNU</th>
<th>FVScse1+2</th>
<th>CellUpdate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Flops (flops)**: The number of floating-point operations per second, indicating computational intensity.
- **Scratch**: Memory used for scratch purposes, separate from scratchpad and shared memory.
- **Direct**: Direct memory access, including shared and global memory.
- **Tesla (GPU)** and **Fermi (GPU)**: Different GPU architectures used in the characterization.
- **Total**: Cumulative performance across all metrics.

This table provides a detailed breakdown of the performance metrics for different kernels and their contributions to overall GPU performance.
Chapter 9

Study With Latest Compiler Technique

Computation in scientific applications using structured grids can be expressed in a sequence of nested loops extending over a regular multidimensional grid. A majority of research efforts to optimize these applications focuses on loop optimizations. The research focuses span memory locality enhancement, parallelization, and vectorization. Loop optimizations would be beneficial to scientific applications with structured grids. Based on our research experience, existing loop optimizations in present research and commercial compilers face challenges to deliver comparable performance to our manual optimization strategies. The reasons include limited analytical capability, lack of knowledge in application design, and engineering restrictions in compiler implementation. As a result, all the optimizations in this dissertation are implemented in our source-to-source framework and heavily rely on optimization guidance from domain experts.

In this chapter, we seek a strategy through the use of a state-of-the-art loop optimization framework to reproduce our optimization strategies and see if we can deliver comparable performance. The difficulties encountered in the process are presented and feasible solutions are discussed. This study has two major contributions: providing enhancement to domain-specific program optimizations and showing the potential of implementing our optimization strategies in existing compiler frameworks.
9.1 Polyhedral framework

The polyhedral framework is chosen as the state-of-the-art loop optimization framework in this study. The polyhedral framework is a mathematical framework based on an algebraic representation of programs. It allows a compiler to construct and search for complex sequences of optimizations. With its strength in exact data dependence analysis and powerful loop transformation capability, polyhedral transformation has been adopted by many research compilers for automatic optimization and parallelization.

9.1.1 Methodology

A set of consecutive statements, of which all loop bounds and conditionals are affine functions of the surrounding loop iterators and parameters are defined as a static control parts (SCoP). The loops are represented as a set of inequities that defines a polyhedron. The term polyhedron will be used to denote a set of points in a $\mathbb{Z}^n$ vector space bounded by affine inequalities: $\mathcal{D} = \{ x | x \in \mathbb{Z}^n, Ax + a \geq 0 \}$, where $x$ is the iteration vector (the vector of the loop counter values), $A$ is a constant matrix and $a$ is a constant vector, possibly parametric. The iteration domain is a subset of the full possible iteration space $\mathcal{D} \subseteq \mathbb{Z}^n$. Due to the rigid mathematical representation, there are restrictions to form a SCoP, and many factors can easily break the SCoP properties. As polyhedral transformation heavily relies on the SCoP structure, loop transformations are prohibited in non-SCoP loop structures. There are numerous research efforts to relax the restrictions and make the polyhedral model more applicable.

Code 9.1: Example for affine loop

```
for ( i = 2; i <= N; i++)
  for ( j = 2; j <= N; j++)
    A[i] = pi;
```

After identifying all SCoPs in an application, three special representations will be generated for each SCoP. A set of affine constraints defines the polyhedron and can be represented as an iteration domain. For example, the set of constraints for Code 9.1 is:
i - 2 >= 0
-i + N >= 0
j - 2 >= 0
-j + N >= 0

The constraints are represented by "domain matrix × iteration vector >= 0":

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & -2 \\
-1 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & -2 \\
0 & -1 & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i \\
j \\
N \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \geq \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The second representation uses scatter function to preserve the ordering information in the polyhedral model. The most common information is scheduling, which uses logical time stamps to keep a logical time that express at which time a statement instance has to be executed. The third representation uses access function to preserve the array access information. For instance, the access function for array access \(A[3 \times i + j][j][2 \times i + N]\) will be written as \(F_A(i, j) = (3 \times i + j, j, 2 \times i + N)\). We can translate it to the matrix form: \(F_A(\text{iteration vector}) = \text{access matrix} \times \text{iteration vector}\). The matrix will be written in the following way:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
i \\
j \\
N \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
3 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
2 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i \\
j \\
N \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

With all the information ready in the polyhedral model, the transformation function, represented in matrix form, can trigger the loop transformations. The polyhedral transformation is represented as \(f(\vec{x}) = T\vec{i} + \vec{j}\) or \(\{\vec{i} \rightarrow \vec{x} | \vec{x} = T\vec{i} + \vec{j}\}\), where \(T\) is the transformation function. The matrix representation can merge multiple transformation functions into one single matrix representation. Therefore, the notorious phase ordering constraint in compiler optimizations can be eliminated in the polyhedral transformation.
9.1.2 Polyhedral implementation

Although there is strong mathematical theory behind this powerful framework, there are
also many known restrictions. The most well-known restrictions are: (1) loop bounds
and conditionals have to be affine; (2) pointer manipulation is not allowed in SCoP;
and (3) functions or control flows are not allowed in SCoP. With numerous research
efforts to enhance the polyhedral model [78], several constraints have been relaxed and
polyhedral transformations become more applicable.

There are some existing implementations of polyhedral model in research compilers. The WRaP-IT tool (WHIRL Represented as Polyhedra Interface Tool) in Open64,
Graphite (the Gimple Represented as Polyhedra) in GCC, and Polly in LLVM compiler
are available. Commercial compilers like IBM XL compiler and R-Stream Compiler
from Reservoir Labs also adopt the polyhedral model to perform optimizations. Several
research projects take source-to-source approach and implement transformation tools
with the polyhedral model. The most popular projects are PLUTO (an automatic par-
allelizer and locality optimizer for multicores), and the PolyOpt (a complete polyhedral
framework built in the ROSE compiler). The Polyhedral Compiler Collection (POCC)
collects the libraries and loop analyzers. Most research projects share these analyzers
and libraries to implement the polyhedral model. We choose PolyOpt as the infrastruc-
ture to perform loop transformations. The PolyOpt development is based on the ROSE
compiler framework and is in line with the source-to-source approach. A branch of Poly-
Opt with Fortran language support is the most ideal implementation of the polyhedral
model for this dissertation.

9.2 Polyhedral transformation

To evaluate the transformation capability provided in the polyhedral model, one version
of the PPM advection code with no optimizations is chosen as the input for polyhedral
transformation. Appendix B lists the simplified code of this PPM advection applica-
tion. We submit the example code to PolyOpt/Fortran and verify the following pro-
cesses performed in the polyhedral model: SCoP recognition, loop fusion, loop tiling,
parallelization, and vectorization.

1. SCoP recognition: Identifying SCoPs is a critical process in the polyhedral model. We have found PolyOpt/Fortran fails to identify SCoPs in the PPM advection code for two main reasons. The first reason is the non-affine conditionals inside the nested loops, and the second one is the private scalar variables or arrays inside the loop structure.

The non-affine conditionals in the PPM advection code are the conditional merge functions, or CVMGMs used by the Cray vector machine. They are represented as if statements in the Fortran language. These conditionals can be replaced by the conditional operator, represented as '?' symbol, in the C/C++ language, and they are allowed in a SCoP structure. To allow PolyOpt/Fortran to recognize the conditional merge functions in a SCoP, we implement the control predicate in the ROSE compiler to convert control dependences into data dependences. All if statements in nested loops are converted to control predicates prior to the polyhedral transformation. After the transformation, a post-process function restores all predicates back to if statements. The control predicate is also adopted by Benabderrahmane et al. to allow arbitrary conditionals in polyhedral model [78], and by Shih to perform vectorization for control flows [79].

Scalar variables serve two main purposes in a loop structure: to store temporary values that are independent in all loop iterations and to keep results for reduction loops. A similar situation appears when an $n$ dimensional array occurs in an $m$ dimensional nested loop and $n < m$. These scenarios cause loop-carried dependences and present difficulties in the SCoP recognition. Scalar privatization can be applied to eliminate the loop-carried dependences. However, there is no array privatization supported in the current implementation. Therefore, array expansion is performed to arrays with smaller dimensionality prior to the polyhedral transformations.

After applying control predicate and array expansion, PolyOpt/Fortran identifies one SCoP for each directional update in the PPM advection code. The SCoP
has 104 statements and 302 loops in it. A total of 628 data dependences are detected by the polyhedral model. The memory consumption for the Fourier-Motzkin elimination in polyhedral analysis exceeds the 16 GB system memory capacity. We are forced to remove few loops from the SCoP recognition to lower the overall memory consumption. A new SCoP having 97 statements, 289 loops, and 619 data dependences will consume roughly 13.5 GB memory in the overall polyhedral analysis.

2. Loop fusion: PolyOpt/Fortran has three loop fusion schemes provided by PLUTO optimization: nonfuse, smartfuse, and maxfuse. These schemes differ in the ways of cutting strongly connected components (SCC) in data dependence graph (DDG). The smartfuse is the default scheme that involves parallelization and loop tiling in the optimization decision [80, 81]. Unlike the fusion performed in our briquette-pencil pipelining, the fused code generated by polyhedral fusion consists of the maximized-fused loop body and several prologues (loops before main fused body) and epilogues (loops after main fused body). A group of if statements are inserted to specify the prologues, epilogues, and the main loop body. The complex fused loop structure can be simplified if all the loop bound parameters are replaced with constant numbers. The analysis and compilation time can also be reduced from several hours to just a few minutes.

3. Loop tiling: Polyhedral tiling is performed to enhance both parallelism and data locality. The matrix representations of the iteration domain, scatter function and access function provide the advantages to verify the legality of tiling and sophisticated loop tiling [80, 82]. A set of tiling hyperplanes divide the loop iteration space into tiles. A tiling scheme is legal if each tile can be executed atomically and the valid ordering of all tiles can be constructed. The ”–polyopt-fixed-tiling” is chosen to perform loop tiling with a customized tile size. The polyhedral tiling is capable of tiling the loops in the example code with default tile size of $32 \times 32$ and several customized 2-dimensional tiles (from $2 \times 2$ tile size to $16 \times 16$ tile size). However, the polyhedral tiling fails in the 3-dimensional tile
with $4 \times 4 \times 4$ tile size. The polyhedral tiling will face challenges to transform loops incorporating the briquette data structure.

4. Auto parallelization: PolyOpt relies on loop tiling to perform coarse-grained parallelization. Loop tiling in the polyhedral model partitions iteration space into tiles that can be executed concurrently in multiple processing units. An optimal polyhedral model will provide a cost function to search for optimal tile size with minimum inter-processor communication. The numerical algorithm used in the PPM advection example contains no dependence across the transverse directions. Parallelization can naturally be applied to the transverse plane. After polyhedral tiling, the outermost tiled loop in the PPM advection code iterates through multiple tiles in one transverse direction. This same loop exposes the parallelism, and polyhedral parallelization automatically inserts OpenMP pragmas to perform thread-level parallelization.

5. Vectorization: Polyhedral tiling often generates complex tiled code for a native compiler to further analyze and then optimize. Therefore, vectorization is part of the post-process in the polyhedral transformation by moving the parallel loop within a tile’s innermost loop and applying required directives to explicitly force vectorization. After the polyhedral vectorization, the innermost loops in the PPM advection code fulfill the criteria for data-level parallelism. However, memory accesses with large strides are found in the innermost loops. As discussed in Chapter 4 the strided memory access will not be ideal for vectorization and can easily introduce large TLB miss rates.

### 9.3 Comparison and Discussion

#### 9.3.1 Experiment setting

The example code in this study contains three separate subroutines to perform computation in different directional updates. The subroutine for each directional update is formed by a series of 3-dimensional loops with the same memory access pattern. The
loop for the $Z$ direction is always the outermost loop, and the loop for the $X$ direction is the innermost one. With no data transposition performed between directional updates, the streaming memory access pattern has a unit stride in the $X$ direction and the longest stride distance in the $Z$ direction. The fixed stencil pattern uses neighboring array elements only in the sweeping direction. Computation can be parallelized freely in the transverse directions. Misaligned memory access prohibits vectorization in the sweep direction. Therefore, only updates in the $Y$ and $Z$ directions perform optimal vectorization for this CFD example.

This experiment chooses the PPM advection code with a grid size of $64 \times 64 \times 64$. 4 boundary cells in all directions are required in the computation. Up to four OpenMP threads in a quad-core Intel Sandy Bridge CPU can run concurrently. Two different compilers are chosen in the study and the highest optimization options are assigned in the compiler commands. The experiment compares the execution time between two visualization outputs, which involves 128 cycles of 6 single-directional updates ($X \rightarrow Y \rightarrow Z \rightarrow Z \rightarrow Y \rightarrow X$). Using the transformation option "--polyopt-fixed-tiling" in PolyOpt is equivalent to the following transformation sequences:

- --polyopt-pluto-fuse-smartfuse: loop fusion with the smartfuse scheme
- --polyopt-pluto-tile: loop tiling with a selected tile size
- --polyopt-pluto-parallel: coarse-grained parallelization
- --polyopt-pluto-prevector: fine-grained parallelization
- --polyopt-generate-pragmas: code generation for directives

The transformation option "--polyopt-scalar-privatization" is also applied to privatize scalar variables in the loop structure. A fused, tiled, parallelized, and vectorized code is expected after the transformation. This study compares the non-optimized input code, the optimized code with the briquette-pencil pipelining strategy, and tiled codes with 6 different tile sizes.
9.3.2 Performance evaluation

Details of the briquette-pencil pipeline and its benefit for computational performance are discussed in Sec. 5, Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2 both show a consistent performance improvement from this pipelining strategy on two different multi-core CPUs. The polyhedral tiling fails in 3-dimensional tiling with a tile size of $4 \times 4 \times 4$ but instead generates a 2-dimensional tiling with a tile size of $4 \times 4$. Therefore, the 3-dimensional tiling is eliminated from the comparison. Results from optimized codes in Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2 show that the polyhedral optimizations deliver a lower performance for the PPM advection code. This analytical report from the performance monitoring tool shows all tiled codes have more TLB misses compared to the non-optimized code.

Code snippets in Code 9.2, Code 9.3, and Code 9.4 are extracted from the tiled subroutines, with $4 \times 4$ tile size, for the X-, Y-, and Z-directional updates. These three snippets represent the tiled structures after the polyhedral transformations. In both Code 9.2 and Code 9.3, loops are tiled in the Y and Z directions and coarse-grained parallelism is applied in the Z direction. The intra-tile loop $c_5$ is moved to the innermost and forms a vector loop in the optimized code. However, the $c_5$ loop has the longest stride distance for every array in this nested loop structure. A worse data locality with high TLB misses appears in this loop. In Code 9.4, the polyhedral model performs different optimizations. As the Z direction becomes the sweep direction, referencing adjacent array elements causes loop-carried dependences in the Z direction. The polyhedral model performs loop skewing to generate legal tiling and coarse-grained parallelism in $c_2$ loop. The innermost loop for the X direction is unchanged in the transformation and the $c_5$ loop with unit stride forms an optimal vector loop in this directional update. Inspecting the transformed codes with different tile sizes, similar tiled loop structures are generated after the transformation.

The causes for lower performance could be categorized as follows:

- **Fusion**: Loop fusion greatly reduces the data reuse distance and maximizes the coarse-grained parallel region. Loops with different dimensionality are not considered fusible in the polyhedral model. For example, a 2-dimensional loop will not
Figure 9.1: Performance results with polyhedral optimization (Intel Sandy Bridge w/ 256-bit SIMD, 2.0GHz)

Figure 9.2: Performance results with polyhedral optimization (Intel Nehalem w/ 128-bit SIMD, 2.93 GHz)
be fused into a group of 3-dimensional loops. This generates multiple OpenMP parallel regions in the transformed codes. Expanding the loops with lower dimensionality will be a feasible solution to maximize the loop fusion.

- **Data locality**: Data localities for the tiled code cause high TLB misses and higher cache pressure for the example code. Strided memory accesses easily reference data across multiple pages. And multiple cache lines are fetched into cache memory to form a tile space. Array copying can be applied after the loop tiling to eliminate these performance penalties. This technique has been studied by other researchers and applied in several research implementations [77, 83]. Data is copied into new arrays with the tiled structure. Linear memory access within a tile can be guaranteed after the copying process. Array copying easily expands the overall memory usage and is practical for computation with only a handful of variables. The inevitable computation overhead to perform array copying varies by the array size and the tile structure.

- **Parallelization**: The polyhedral model is able to generate both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelization. The transformation moves the intra-tile parallel loop to the innermost for fine-grained parallelization. The transformation generates a vector loop with a long stride distance in the experiments. By performing loop interchange in the input code prior to the polyhedral transformation, a better vectorized loop structure with unit stride or shorter stride distance can be obtained. The exact data dependence analysis enables the polyhedral model to perform automatic coarse-grained parallelization. The experiment shows the transformation decision depends on the loop structure in the input code. The outermost loop in the Z-directional update iterates over the sweep direction, and loop-carried dependences are generated after loop fusion. To generate legal parallelization, loop skewing is performed in the iteration space for the Y and Z directions (shown in Code 9.4). The loops are tiled in a rhombus shape and
parallelization happens in the skew diagonals in the Y-Z iteration domain. Sub-optimal parallelization could appear in the skewed loop when the size of a diagonal is smaller than the available number of computing cores in a CPU. X- and Y-directional updates have a parallel outermost loop, and the polyhedral model generates parallelization with a square tile structure. Interchanging the loops before the polyhedral transformation could avoid loop skewing in the transformation process.

- **Loop bounds:** The polyhedral model uses the Fourier-Motzkin algorithm to project inner loop iteration variables and determine loop bounds for outer loops. With loop bounds represented by variables (i.e. \(nx, ny, nz, \text{and}\ nbdy\)), the polyhedral model needs to insert many if statements to control loop execution for specific conditions. Examples can be found in Code 9.2 and Code 9.3. Code generation in the polyhedral transformation expands the code size significantly and introduces complicated control flows in the computation. Replacing these variables with constant numbers greatly simplifies the analysis but it might not be favored in real scientific applications.
Code 9.2: Tiled loop structure in X-directional update after polyhedral transformation

```
!$omp parallel do private(adiff, azrdif, azldif, ferror, xfr0, xfr01,
!    rhomlr0, c3, c5, c4, c2)
  DO c1 = 0, floor(real(nz) / real(4)), 1
  IF (nbdy >= ceiling(real(-1 * nx + 8) / real(2))) THEN
    DO c2 = 0, floor(real(ny) / real(4)), 1
    DO c3 = -1 * nbdy + 7, nbdy + nx + -2, 1
    DO c4 = max(1,4 * c2), min(ny,4 * c2 + 3), 1
      thngy03((c3),(c4),(c5)) = 1.
      dal((c3),(c4),(c5)) = rho((c3),(c4),(c5)) - rho((c3)-1,(c4),(c5))
      dasppm(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) = .5 * (dal(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) +
          dal(c3 + -1 + 1,(c4),(c5)))
      alsmth(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) = rho(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) -
          .5 * dal(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) -
          sixth * (dasppm(c3 + -1,(c4),(c5)) -
          dasppm(c3 + -1 - 1,(c4),(c5)))
      ... absdal((c3),(c4),(c5)) = abs(dal((c3),(c4),(c5)))
    END DO
  END DO
  END IF
  END DO
END DO

!$omp end parallel do
```
Code 9.3: Tiled loop structure in Y-directional update after polyhedral transformation

```fortran
!$omp parallel do private(adiff, azrdif, azldif, ferror, xfr0, xfr01, rhomlr0, 
! c4, c2, c5, c3)
    DO c1 = 0, floor(real(nz) / real(4)), 1
        IF (nbdy >= ceiling(real(-1 * ny + 8) / real(2))) THEN
            DO c2 = ceiling(real(-1 * nbdy + 4) / real(4)), 
                & floor(real(nbdy + ny - 2) / real(4)), 1
                DO c3 = 1, nx, 1
                    DO c4 = max(4 * c2, -1 * nbdy + 7), min(4 * c2 + 3, nbdy + ny - 2), 1
                        ! dir$ ivdep
                        ! dir$ vector always
                        ! dir$ simd
                        DO c5 = max(1,4 * c1), min(nz,4 * c1 + 3), 1
                            thngy03((c3),(c4),(c5)) = 1.
                            adiff = rho((c3),c4 + -2 + 1,(c5)) - rho((c3),c4 + -2 - 1,(c5))
                            ...  
                            absdal((c3),(c4),(c5)) = abs(dal((c3),(c4),(c5)))
                            dm((c3),(c4),(c5)) = rho((c3),(c4),(c5)) * deex
                            unsmt((c3),(c4),(c5)) = 0.
                    END DO
                END DO
            END DO
        END IF
    END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
END DO
!$omp end parallel do
```
Code 9.4: Tiled loop structure in Z-directional update after polyhedral transformation

\[
\text{DO } c1 = \text{ceil}(\text{real}(-1 * \text{nbdy} + -2) / \text{real}(4)), \\
& \text{floor}(\text{real}(\text{nbdy} + \text{nz} + \text{ny}) / \text{real}(4)), 1 \\
!\text{omp parallel do private}(c5, c4, c3) \\
\text{DO } c2 = \max(0, \text{ceil}(\text{real}(4 * c1 + -1 * \text{nbdy} + -1 * \text{nz} + 2) / \text{real}(4))), \\
& \min(\text{floor}(\text{real}(\text{ny}) / \text{real}(4)), \text{floor}(\text{real}(4 * c1 + \text{nbdy} + -4) / \text{real}(4))), 1 \\
\text{DO } c3 = \max(4 * c1 + -4 * c2 + -1 * \text{nbdy} + 7), \\
& \min(4 * c1 + -4 * c2 + 3, \text{nbdy} + \text{nz} + -2), 1 \\
\text{DO } c4 = \max(1, 4 * c2), \min(\text{ny}, 4 * c2 + 3), 1 \\
\text{DO } c5 = 1, \text{nx}, 1 \\
\text{thngy03}((c5),(c4),(c3)) = 1. \\
\text{adiff} = \rho((c5),(c4),c3 + -2 + 1) - \rho((c5),(c4),c3 + -2 - 1) \\
\ldots \\
\text{absdal}((c5),(c4),(c3)) = \text{abs}([\text{dal}((c5),(c4),(c3)))] \\
\text{dm}((c5),(c4),(c3)) = \rho((c5),(c4),(c3)) * \text{deex} \\
\text{unsmth}((c5),(c4),(c3)) = 0. \\
\text{END DO} \\
\text{END DO} \\
\text{END DO} \\
\text{END DO} \\
!\text{omp end parallel do} \\
\text{END DO}
\]

9.3.3 Customized experimental setting

The polyhedral model has the ability to fuse loops, parallelize computation, and enhance data localities. However, Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2 show only suboptimal results are generated for the testing codes. The previous subsection presents additional optimizations including array copying, loop interchange, and constant substitution to eliminate the possible optimization concerns in the polyhedral transformation. This subsection presents an extended study to improve the performance using polyhedral optimization.

The loop structure in the example code (shown in Appendix B) exhibits the flexibility
to freely interchange the nested loops. Therefore, customized access patterns in 3-D loops are provided for each single-directional computation.

- **X pass:** When the X direction is the sweep direction, loop-level parallelization can be applied to the outer loops in the Y and Z directions. A 2-dimensional tiling scheme is also applied naturally to these loops and forms the tiled loop structure. The polyhedral model then chooses one intra-tile parallel loop and moves it to the innermost for vectorization. The transformed result in Code 9.2 shows the outermost intra-tile loop, in the Z direction, is chosen to be the vector loop. However, this vector loop has the longest stride distance according to the data layout in all multi-dimensional arrays. With the knowledge that the sweep direction is not ideal for vectorization, moving the intra-tile loop in the Y direction innermost would be a preferred transformation. The nested loops are interchanged to have a new access pattern of $Y \rightarrow Z \rightarrow X$ (from outermost to innermost loops).

- **Y pass:** The unit-stride memory access pattern in the X direction makes the loop in the X direction an ideal candidate for vectorization. The loop in the X direction is moved outermost for both coarse- and fine-grained parallelization. The loop for the sweep direction, the Y direction in this case, is moved innermost to allow the 2-dimensional tiling scheme in the transverse directions. The nested loops therefore have new access pattern of $X \rightarrow Z \rightarrow Y$ in the Y pass.

- **Z pass:** Loop skewing is applied in Code 9.4 for the purpose of coarse-grained parallelization. This transformation might not be optimal due to the suboptimal skewed structure. Following a similar strategy used in the X and Y passes, the loop in the Z direction is moved innermost for the 2-dimensional tiling in the X and Y directions. The loop in the X direction is also moved outermost to generate a vector loop in the X direction after the transformation. $X \rightarrow Y \rightarrow Z$ will be the new order in the Z pass.

In summary, the proposed nested loop structure for the input code has the innermost loop for the sweep direction. The loop with the shortest memory access stride is chosen
from the rest of the loops to be the outermost loop. The polyhedral model is able to generate the tiled, parallelized, and vectorized loops as expected. Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.4 show the performance results from the modified loop structure using the Intel Sandy Bridge CPU and Nehalem CPU respectively. Unit stride memory accesses in the vector loop eliminate the gather-scatter operations. A significant performance improvement is found in the new loop structure with a larger tile size on both multi-core CPUs. However, tile sizes smaller than \( 4 \times 4 \) deliver worse performance in the Intel Nehalem CPU. There is only a marginal improvement for tile sizes smaller than \( 4 \times 4 \) in the Intel Sandy Bridge CPU. To gain a benefit from the 8-way SIMD supported in the Intel Sandy Bridge CPU, the iteration number has to be larger than 8. The same statement holds for the Intel Nehalem CPU, but with a smaller iteration number of 4. Intra-tile loops in smaller tiles will not exploit the SIMD engine with high efficiency. Array copying, discussed earlier, can again provide better data localities and enhance performance for the smaller tile size. A maximal vector length of 4 will be generated from a \( 2 \times 2 \) tile size. Data copying therefore can only enhance performance in a CPU with a shorter SIMD width. The performance difference between the GCC compiler and the Intel compiler mainly comes from vectorization. Inspecting the optimization reports generated from both compilers, the Intel compiler definitely performs more aggressive optimization and vectorization.

Loop interchange provides a better loop structure for the polyhedral transformation, but the overall performance is still lower than the performance from non-transformed code. A \( 32 \times 32 \) tile size delivers the best performance on both Intel Sandy Bridge and Intel Nehalem CPUs. However, the outermost tiled loop iterates through multiple tiles in only one transverse direction and does not expose enough OpenMP parallelism. The performance monitoring tool reports the low thread concurrency in the computation. Loop coalescing could expand the coarse-grained parallelism by converting the two outermost tiled loops into a single loop. Another reason for this lower performance could be a worse data prefetching from the tiled loop. Hardware prefetching predicts memory access patterns for a limited number of streams and brings in data to cache space in
Figure 9.3: Performance comparison with polyhedral optimization (Sandy Bridge w/ 256-bit SIMD, 2.0 GHz)

Figure 9.4: Performance comparison with polyhedral optimization (Nehalem w/ 128-bit SIMD, 2.93 GHz)
advance. With more than 20 arrays in the computation and with the tiled loop structure, it will be more challenging to exploit hardware prefetching. Software prefetching could be an approach to improve the prefetching scheme.

### 9.3.4 Conclusion

With a preliminary study using one of the polyhedral implementation, we draw the following conclusions:

1. The polyhedral model provides the potential to perform complex loop transformations and can effectively overcome the phase-ordering concern in compiler optimization. However, the system memory consumption increases significantly with increased code size. The scalability, from the perspective of code size, becomes a major challenge.

2. The legality of transformation is guaranteed in polyhedral transformations. A significant code size expansion could appear in the optimized code and brings a higher pressure to the instruction cache.

3. The powerful tiling capability delivers both auto-parallelization and vectorization in the polyhedral transformation. The study in this dissertation shows suboptimal vectorization in the tiled code. Additional optimizations should be applied to enhance the data locality.

4. To effectively adopt the polyhedral model for research in performance portability, this study suggests the following tasks in future research and development:
   - Including domain-specific knowledge into the polyhedral framework.
   - Addressing the scalability to allow large-scale scientific applications.
   - Program transformations for memory reorganization.
Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Work

Recent innovations in computer architecture design have resulted in challenges in application portability. Language extensions and new programming models have been developed to accommodate these changes in hardware design. However, programmers must make significant efforts to apply these new programming features and keep the same application running on multiple platforms. Tuning the applications to achieve high performance on multiple platforms is a significant challenge to programmers. To assist application developers achieving high performance on the latest and future HPC systems, this dissertation proposes optimization strategies for CFD applications to achieve performance portability.

First, we have identified the SIMD engines on modern processors as the key to obtaining high performance for scientific application codes. This common component on all platforms makes performance portability possible. To exploit the SIMD engines for high performance computing, a vectorization framework is needed to exploit data-level parallelism using SIMD instructions. The vectorization framework, like other existing compiler vectorizers, focuses on loop-level vectorization. SIMD intrinsic function calls are generated in the vector loops and each intrinsic function is mapped to a SIMD hardware instruction. Without relying on different vectorization schemes on different HPC systems, our tool can achieve vectorization for multiple hardware platforms. These platforms include the IBM Cell processor, IBM Blue Gene/Q and Power 7 multi-core
processors, Intel and AMD’s x86 processors, and the Intel MIC architecture. Performance portability with SIMD engines can be achieved in this proposed vectorization framework.

Second, this dissertation proposes an optimization strategy to improve the efficiency of on-chip memory usage. Most CFD codes are expressed in a series of vectorizable loops. A large vector length can lead to bad utilization of the on-chip memory. To maximize the on-chip memory efficiency, we have to keep the vector length short and minimize the memory footprint carefully. We propose a briquette structure and perform memory reorganization exploiting this data structure. The briquette structure serves multiple optimization purposes including exposing SIMD utilization, enhancing data localities, and coalescing memory access. The vectorizable loops with this new memory organization are pipelined over the briquettes in a strip to eliminate redundant unpacking of data records and redundant computation. This briquette-pencil pipeline maximizes both on-chip memory reuse and computational intensity. It also greatly reduces the memory footprint for efficient on-chip memory usage. This optimization strategy makes it possible for data and instructions of the selected CFD applications to fit into the 256 KB SPU on-chip memory. The same benefit is seen for the other multi-core CPUs with 256 KB L2 cache. An average 3.6× speedup from this optimization strategy is shown in the performance study presented in this dissertation.

A third optimization strategy proposed in this dissertation is for the limited memory bandwidth. Increasing computational intensity is the most effective approach to achieve high performance with limited memory bandwidth. The briquette-pencil pipeline greatly increases the cached data reuse and computational intensity for a single-thread of execution. For hardware equipped with last-level cache shared by multiple processing cores, a specialized cache-blocking can exploit the large last-level cache and increase the computational intensity in multithreaded computation. This optimization fuses multiple single-directional updates to minimize the memory traffic to main memory. CFD applications with larger memory footprints achieve higher performance improvements with this optimization strategy.

This dissertation presents strategies for performance portability covering the latest
processors in HPC systems. Motivated by the experience with the IBM Cell processor, a group of optimization strategies and a code translation framework have been developed to assist code generation for high computational performance. These optimizations tackle different programming challenges and generate the memory-optimized, and computation pipelined codes written in different languages with SIMD intrinsic functions. On the CPU platforms, the best-delivered performance in selected CFD applications achieve 30% of the 32-bit peak performance. Applying the strategies to GPU platforms, the best-delivered performances are 57 Gflop/s (for applications with larger memory footprint) and 90 Gflop/s (for applications with small memory footprint). Although only a low percentage of peak performance is achieved on GPUs, these performance measurements are comparable to or higher than other CFD applications implemented on GPUs and reported in the literature cited here. These optimization strategies are applied to large-scale scientific simulations on various HPC platforms. A large simulation run achieves 12% of the peak performance on the Blue Waters machine with a 1.5 petaflop/s sustained performance. This dissertation has shown that source-to-source transformation with domain-specific optimizations makes performance portability possible for the latest CPUs. The following list summarizes the contributions of this dissertation:

- First, we implement the computational fluid dynamics applications on the latest processors, including CPUs and Nvidia GPU, and have achieved uniformly high performance on all devices.

- Second, a strategy using source-to-source code transformations and a translation tool have been developed to achieve high computational performance and make performance portability more feasible.

- Third, we have implemented the PPM gas dynamics applications, applied the optimization strategy, on the leading large-scale computing systems, including Roadrunner (with IBM Cell processors) at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Kraken (with AMD CPUs) at National Institute of Computational Sciences, Itasca (with Intel CPUs) at Minnesota Supercomputing Institute, and Blue Waters (with AMD CPUs).
CPUs) at National Center for Supercomputing Applications. This work can be extended to computing systems using GPGPUs and many-core processors.

- Finally, this dissertation presents a preliminary study of optimization techniques using the polyhedral model. This study discusses existing optimization obstacles in the latest polyhedral transformations. This study concludes that polyhedral optimization has to overcome a list of challenges to be applicable for scientific applications.

10.1 Future Work

The research presented in this dissertation could be extended in the following areas:

10.1.1 Optimization development

Scientific applications rely on program optimization to achieve their highest computational performance. Optimization development falls into two categories: performing optimization automatically, and designing new optimizations. State-of-the-art compiler frameworks provide capabilities for parsing, analyzing, transformation and code generation. Performing transformation with automation is feasible using existing optimizing compiler. However, the gap between domain knowledge and compiler design is the major obstacle to achieve optimal optimization. Bridging such gap can significantly improve the compilation, and deliver higher performance. Joint efforts between domain experts and compiler developers are needed to deal with the following challenges: (i) uncovering hidden optimization potential in scientific applications; (ii) designing an efficient compilation interface to convey domain knowledge; (iii) implementing new optimizations in existing compiler platforms.

10.1.2 Extending the framework to cover more CFD applications

This dissertation presents strategies to achieve performance portability for those CFD applications that use structured grids. With close collaboration with CFD application
developers, co-designing tools with compiler developers to aid program transformation can make performance portability easier. With minor modifications to make applications conform to the requirements of the proposed framework, we believe the same framework can be made applicable to more scientific applications using structured grids. The applicable candidates may include the meteorology research application – CM1 [64], the Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics (LULESH) [86], and the Weather Research & Forecasting Model (WRF) [87]. The applicability of the briquette-like data structures, the feasibility of applying directionally-split algorithms, and the enhancement of both coarse and fine-grained parallelization are the potential research subjects. The proposed co-design strategies for performance portability should also be applicable to CFD applications using unstructured grids or scientific applications in different research domains.

10.1.3 Performance portability for future HPC systems

This dissertation identified the SIMD engine and on-chip memory as key elements that make performance portability with the proposed strategies possible. Many on-going hardware research efforts focus on providing more powerful computing devices to reach the goal of Exascale computation. Reviewing leading HPC systems on the TOP500 list, three paths in hardware design could provide high potential for Exascale computing. They include multicores with powerful CPUs, manycores with simplified low-power computing devices, and the accelerators with specialized processing elements. All have proved their capability to deliver high computational power in existing HPC systems. Current predictions on Exascale systems envision massive parallelism with extreme low power consumption. This dissertation has shown source-to-source transformation with domain-specific optimization can deliver high computational intensity, low memory bandwidth consumption, and high SIMD engine utilization for current systems. We believe a robust source-to-source transformation framework accompanied by domain knowledge should also be able to support performance portability in the future Exascale era.
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Appendix A

Glossary and Acronyms

Care has been taken in this thesis to minimize the use of jargon and acronyms, but this cannot always be achieved. This appendix defines jargon terms in a glossary, and contains a table of acronyms and their meaning.

A.1 Glossary

- **Computational Intensity** – The ratio of floating point operations to the memory access (memory read from, or write to the distant memory).

- **Memory Wall** – The growing disparity of speed between CPU and memory outside the CPU chip.

- **Briquette** – A cubical structure that can store a group of grid cells in the scientific computation.

- **CVMGM** – Conditional vector merge functions used in Cray vector machines.
### A.2 Acronyms

Table A.1: Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>High Performance Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMD</td>
<td>Single Instruction Multiple Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPM</td>
<td>Piecewise Parabolic Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPGPU</td>
<td>General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Digital Signal Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA</td>
<td>Compute Unified Device Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC</td>
<td>Many Integrated Core Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCD</td>
<td>Quantum Chromodynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRF</td>
<td>Weather Research and Forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT</td>
<td>Simultaneous Multi-Thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>First Level Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Second Level Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>Last Level Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPU</td>
<td>Power Processor Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPU</td>
<td>Synergistic Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA</td>
<td>Direct Memory Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMT</td>
<td>Single Instruction Multiple Threads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVX</td>
<td>Advanced Vector Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMX</td>
<td>Vector Multimedia eXtension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Message Passing Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB</td>
<td>Translation Lookaside Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>Abstract Syntax Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCoP</td>
<td>Static Control Part</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page
Table A.1 – continued from previous page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPMD</td>
<td>Single Program Multiple Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Streaming Multiprocessor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

PPM example code

Code B.1: PPM advection example for polyhedral model

```
subroutine ppmfX(xxl,yyb,zzf,rho,voxels,
                & smlrho,smallu,ujiggle,time,
                & nx,ny,nz,nbdy,ipass,itymes,ifvis,ArgsImg,
parameter (nfluids=0)
parameter (nvarsfld=nfluids*10)
parameter (nvarsflddiag=nvarsfld)
parameter (nvars=1+nvarsfld)
dimension xxl(-nbdy:nx+nbdy+2)
dimension yyb(-nbdy:ny+nbdy+2)
dimension zzf(-nbdy:nz+nbdy+2)
dimension rho(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,1-nbdy:ny+nbdy,1-nbdy:nz+nbdy)
dimension ArgsImg(18)
dimension sintwopixl(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy)
dimension dm(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension unsmth(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension rho1(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension rhor(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension drho(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension rho6(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
dimension dal(1-nbdy:nx+nbdy,ny,nz)
```
dimension absdal(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension dasppm(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension damnot(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension alsms(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension alunsm(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension uxavl(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension duxavl(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension sigmal(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)
dimension dvoll(1−nbdy: nx+nbdy, ny, nz)

c do k = 1 , nz
do j = 1 , ny

do 100 i = 2−nbdy , nx+nbdy
dal(i, j, k) = rho(i, j, k) − rho(i−1, j, k)
absdal(i, j, k) = abs(dal(i, j, k))
enddo
endo
do k = 1 , nz
ndo j = 1 , ny

do 5000 i = 3−nbdy , nx+nbdy−2
adiff = rho(i+1, j, k) − rho(i−1, j, k)
azrdif = 3. * dal(i, j, k) − dal(i−1, j, k) − adiff
azldif = dal(i+2, j, k) − 3. * dal(i+1, j, k) + adiff
thngy01(i, j, k) = azldif
if (thngy01(i, j, k) .lt. 0.) thngy01(i, j, k) = − thngy01(i, j, k)
thngy02(i,j,k) = azrdif
if (thngy02(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy02(i,j,k) = - thngy02(i,j,k)
error = .5 * (thngy01(i,j,k) + thngy02(i,j,k)) / 
1 (absdal(i,j,k) + absdal(i+1,j,k) + small)
if (thngy06(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy06(i,j,k) = 0.
if (thngy06(i,j,k) .gt. 1.) thngy06(i,j,k) = 1.
if (thngy06(i,j,k) .gt. unsmth(i,j,k)) unsmth(i,j,k)=thngy06(i,j,k)
dasppm(i,j,k) = .5 * (dalsm(i,j,k) + dalsm(i+1,j,k))
thsny03(i,j,k) = 1.
if (dasppm(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy03(i,j,k) = -1.
thsny01(i,j,k) = thngy03(i,j,k) * dalsm(i,j,k)
thngy02(i,j,k) = thngy03(i,j,k) * dalsm(i+1,j,k)
if (thngy02(i,j,k) .lt. thngy01(i,j,k)) thngy01(i,j,k) = thngy02(i,j,k)
thngy01(i,j,k) = 2. * thngy01(i,j,k)
thngy02(i,j,k) = thngy03(i,j,k) * dasppm(i,j,k)
if (thngy02(i,j,k) .lt. thngy01(i,j,k)) thngy01(i,j,k) = thngy02(i,j,k)
if (thngy01(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy01(i,j,k) = 0.
damnot(i,j,k) = thngy03(i,j,k) * thngy01(i,j,k)
enddo
enddo
do k = 1,nz
do j = 1,ny
do 6000 i = 4-nbdy,nx+nbdy-2
alsmth(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k) - .5 * dalsm(i,j,k) - 
& sixth * (dasppm(i,j,k) - dasppm(i-1,j,k))
alsmth(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k) - .5 * dalsm(i,j,k) - 
& sixth * (damnot(i,j,k) - damnot(i-1,j,k))
enddo
enddo
do k = 1,nz
do j = 1,ny
do 7000 i = 4-nbdy,nx+nbdy-3
rhol(i,j,k) = alsmth(i,j,k)
rhor(i,j,k) = alsmth(i+1,j,k)
thngy04(i,j,k) = 3. * rho(i,j,k) - 2. * rhor(i,j,k)
thngy05(i,j,k) = 3. * rho(i,j,k) - 2. * rhol(i,j,k)
if (((rho(i,j,k)-rhol(i,j,k)) * (rho(i,j,k)-rhor(i,j,k))) .ge. 0.) & then
    rhol(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k)
rhor(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k)
    thngy04(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k)
    thngy05(i,j,k) = rho(i,j,k)
endif
if (((rhor(i,j,k) - rhol(i,j,k)) * (thngy04(i,j,k) - rhol(i,j,k))) & gt. 0.) &
    rhol(i,j,k) = thngy04(i,j,k)
if (((rhor(i,j,k) - rhol(i,j,k)) * (thngy05(i,j,k) - rhor(i,j,k))) & lt. 0.) &
    rhor(i,j,k) = thngy05(i,j,k)
    rhol(i,j,k) = alsmth(i,j,k) - unsmth(i,j,k) * (alsmth(i,j,k) - rhol(i,j,k))
rhor(i,j,k) = alsmth(i+1,j,k) - unsmth(i,j,k) * (alsmth(i+1,j,k) - rhor(i,j,k))
drho(i,j,k) = rhor(i,j,k) - rhol(i,j,k)
rho6(i,j,k) = 6. * (rho(i,j,k) - .5*(rho(i,j,k)+rhor(i,j,k)))
endo
dndo
c
c...
c
do k = 1,nz
do j = 1,ny
do 3700 i = 5-nbdy,nx+nbdy-3
  xfr0 = .5 * sigmal(i,j,k)
xfr01 = 1. - forthd * xfr0
thngy01(i,j,k) = rhori-1,j,k
if (uxavl(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy01(i,j,k) = rhol(i,j,k)
thngy02(i,j,k) = - drho(i-1,j,k)
if (uxavl(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy02(i,j,k) = drho(i,j,k)
thngy03(i,j,k) = rho6(i-1,j,k)
if (uxavl(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) thngy03(i,j,k) = rho6(i,j,k)
rhomlr0 = thngy01(i,j,k) + xfr0*(thngy02(i,j,k) + xfr01*thngy03(i,j,k))
dvoll(i,j,k) = sigmal(i,j,k) * deex
if (uxavl(i,j,k) .lt. 0.) dvoll(i,j,k) = - dvoll(i,j,k)
dmassl(i,j,k) = rhomlr0 * dvoll(i,j,k)
enddo
enddo
do k = 1,nz
do j = 1,ny
do 8000 i = -nbdy+5,nx+nbdy-4
rho(i,j,k) = (dm(i,j,k) + dmassl(i,j,k) - dmassl(i+1,j,k))
& / (deex + dvoll(i,j,k) - dvoll(i+1,j,k))
enddo
enddo
do k = 1,nz
do j = 1,ny
do 9200 i = 1,nx
courmx = max (courmx, courno(i,j,k))
9200 continue
endo
enddo
return
end